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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
,Grain sorghum production in the southern great plains of the 
United States, has doubled during the past decade. Improved cultural 
practices and intensified management are significant factors relating 
to this tremendous increase in production. In addition, hybrid 
varieties grown in this region respond well to irrigation arid high 
fertility levels. However, such conditions often promote the growth 
,. 
of weeds which compete with the crop for water, mineral nutrients, light 
and space. Further loss may be attributed to weeds in the form o.f 
increased harvesting costs and decreased grain quality. 
Mechanical weed control has often proven expensive and ineffective, 
particularly against weeds appearing late in the growing season, to be 
regarded as an acceptable solution to the weed control problem. This 
inadequacy of mechanical weed control has encouraged the development 
of herbicides suitable for use in grain sorghum.· Due to the small seed 
size and shallow planting depth of the sorghum seed and low organic· 
matter content of much of the soil in the southem great plains, most 
preemergence herbicides exhibit phytotoxicity to sorghum seedlings. 
The use of 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) for post- ·· 
emergence weed control may provide adequate control -of broadleaf wee.d 
species, but the possibility of crop injury is present.. A more recent 
development is the use of 3 ,6-dichloro-.2_-anisic acid .. (dicamba) for 
l 
2 
p<;>st~mer;gence- and late· seasdn ce~t·rol of broadle-af· weeti'S,t· in··so_rghuin. · 
On oc.cae,;io'i;l ·the yield of· sorghum siirayed wiith dieamb~'-h991- ·b-een·· decreased'· 
. .,. 
grain,. pi tb.e ·failure of the· seed, head<te· develop· ·normally'. · 
. . ' 
The objectives ,of this- study-were, te examine,··t:h:e,phys·iological 
effect·s ,Qf · dic·aniba -on' the · growth and -developmen:t>'-ef-· grain·. sorghum,. 
aiid to · determin~ the ·.f ae-to'l:S!· whieh '.p:redispoee· -thef se_orghum; plant .to · 
bl~s.ting of 1;:he ·s~ed head. 
- CHAPTER II 
LITERArURE REVIEW 
· Griain Sorghum 
Sorghum bicolor .(L~) Moench is :the correct p;ame for the 
comprehensive species that. includes the" many hundreds .. ·· of varieties of 
cultiva~ed sorghum. However, Sorghum vulgare Per51. has been used in 
the United States. following the suggestion of Vinall et. al. (47). The 
genus Sorghum belongs to the .Ax:1.dr.opogoneae tribe of the Gramineae 
. . . 
f~ily. 
Sorghumis a. tropical ·ge~us., domea,ticated .. in northern :Africc:1. about 
5000 year~ ago. It can, be gre>wn in temperate zones only because· 
mutations tqat ;allow early floral initiation have occurredo There is 
enormous diversity in cultivate_d. sorghum, and the species has been· 
c;llllena.ble to improvement. by plant breeding (40), 
Grain sorghum can be grown with some degree of success in any 
climate where the average sunnner temperature isl 65°F or higher, with a 
fros~.,.free period of 120 days or more. This cere.al thrives. in regions 
too hot and dry for the production of corn, Zea mays L.. The 
adaptation of gr.ain sorghums to .arid. climates is based on their 
ability·. to become ,practically (;}o~ant Juring -petiods of severe drought· 
and renew growth.with little apparent injury when coriditions'become 
more. favorable~ Sorghum .also has t'W,'ice as many secondacy. roots. per 
... '• . ',:· . ',' ··. 
unit. of prima~ . r99ts. as corn,, and · only h.alf as much leaf area. exposed 
3 
;for evaporaUon (52). · These qualities mak~ sorghum exceptionally well 
suited for the drier parts of the great plains. which is .the major area 
of the United States where this crop is cultivated (10). 
The acreage of sorghµTil planted. for grain has varied considerably 
through tlie past 30 years, Recently. the acreage for this purpose. has 
beeri increasing. The. acre yield of grain sorghum doubled dµring the 
4· 
20 yejirs from 1940-41 to 1960-61, and also doubled in .• the decade en.ding 
:i.n 1966 (2). · The excellent response of hybrid variet:j..es to ;i.rtigation 
and increased nitrogen app.lications, account1:1 for much. of the yield 
increase (33). 
Developments. sip.c~ 1940, notably prod'l,J.ctiori mechanization, 
develepmeri~ of product;:1.ve combine varieties,, better seedbed preparation, · 
better weed control and increased industrial utilization,. have made 
g-,:ain · sorghum a good· supplement to wheat in the .southern great plains .. 
The improvements made in production have es.tabl,ished serghum as the 
· best single crap to meet the requirements for both .roughage and grain 
for livestock in. this area (15). 
Weed Control in Sorghum 
In the past am;1ual weeds were not as serioµs in. grain sorghum 
as·· they were in many ether field ··crops. . Sorgq.um was pl&nted late in 
the season .. after m1;1ny weeds had germinated and could be destroyed by. 
good seedbed preparati.on. · l.n addition the grain sorghums were grown· 
in .sections of the country .where cultivation was rarely delay1=d for 
l,ong periods of time by rain (l.8). However, sorghum has beeu noted to 
be a poor weed competitor. due to the failure .of E:ieedlings to· p:tovide 
early dens.e growth an.d shade .(13), 
5 
Research has shown· that as -weed eompet'ition, in: grain· sorghum · 
increased the yield of gr:ain, number of heads per plant and seed weight 
decreased (l2). One µiajor factor which affects the· extent of sorghum 
yield reduc;io.n due to competition is the stage of crop -growth when weed 
competition is prev·alent, Wiese .(50) indicated that when conditions 
favc,,rable for weed growth exist dur::J.n~ the early stages of crop growth, 
sorghum yie~d reductions are more severe than when conditions ' favorable 
for weed growth appear later in the season. Research in Nebraska 
showed' that weeds which emerge with the sorghum crop· will reduce yield 
if · they -are allowed to grow only four ·weeks before removal. However, 
removal of weeds at ?IlY time up to eight weeks aft·er planting resulted 
in higher yields than -those obtained .from -non-weeded plots- (12). 
The density of the crop or weed population has also been shown to 
influence the extent of ct;"op yi.eld .i;educti.fln due to, weed , .competition , 
Kansas research (26) showed .that when competition from weeds was 
limited to one :waterhemp Acnida tamariscina· (Ntltt.) Wood per foot · of 
sorghum row the resulting yield reduction was less than the yield 
reduc~i6n encountered from a natural weed stand . Tlie use of narrow 
row spacing to control weeds in sorghum has proven more successful 
under Nebraska conditions than under dryland Texas cqnditions (13, 50) , 
I 
With tµe advent of organic herbicides .it was soon found that 
sorghum could not tolerate compounds that were useful in other c rops . 
Timmons · (45) reported stand reductions following preemergence 
applications of three formulations . of 2,4-D or MCPA (2-methyl-4-
chloropherioxy acetic acid) in 1947. Early research also indicated that 
postemergence applications o~ 2,4-D would result in severe crop damage 
and yield reductipns (32) ~ Although later research indicated that bot h 
growth stage· (31) . and1"V&l!'iet!y· (51), affeated: the•· degiJ!ee~::e.f• •pli.y-t::otoxicity 
exb.i.11:ltc,d, .it has.·bee.,i ~oncluded that· .. s.ome·· 'i.nJuiry-·te·-·serghum by 2,4-D 
may· OCC'1'I'. reg·ardl~s ·o,f eond:Ltipns · (3}. 
. ' . . 
At t elllPtS · were . -m~d~, ·to use· monuron .··· ( 3~(p ... chlo<ropp.enyi)-, 1 • 1- . 
dimethylure-a), diu~~ · (3-(3-4-4:lchl.0-rophenyl)-.l,l~dime·t:hyiurea). or· 
sim~zine (2-chla·ro-'4-,6..;bis(ethylamtno)-s--trlaziner);Jor· weed, ,control ·in·· 
sorghum, but these compOunds·l'.fid not! exhibit·t~e·required·selec;:t;iv'ity• 
(6, 7) •. 
Al though reseaX'ch .has beeti· continuous for- ov~r · 20,. years and . the ·. 
need for ·bet:ter·sorghum,_herbicides·hasincre~se&, the· pr·o·gress in.• 
., . . . . , 
ccmt.rol of major weeds i11 · sorghu• h~ not bee¥: as, greats'as--the pr.ogress· 
made in contJ:61 -of weed.s'· in :.corn,; .Although· th;i.s·,-'lllE!,y be· re;Lated .• ta the . 
·. .,.. . . 
far greater use of herb:fci,des _.·in corn;'. this .. grea'te'I'. use" piabably .... 
. ... ' ,·. 
indica·tes ·-1:;ha~.: the 'herb tel.des· develop'ed .for. use ill' 'lorn,= exh_ibft grea~er .· 
selectivity than 'the· s• or ,dlff-erent herbicfdes/use.d"in -sotghwil (1),. 
. . . . ' .. .· .· . . 
The ·.greater dif·ficiulties·-i~is.orghum weed•••c<>l\trel may-be ·based on 
the- small seed siie·, shall.ow pl:anting del)th·'and· s!Qw· itiitial growth- of> 
the soTghum plant (19). .Alth<>ugh the major ,area of' s,o;rghuiµ pra~uction 
:ts th!!'. south.em Vn!ted States Ii. ~h-e igreatest -area ·Of 'sorghuiµ he'rbicid_e 
usage is, the iilorth, c~ntral -region {l)., , This >niay. iticli~ate· that- clil!lat~c 
or e<i..aphfc ··la;ctors are .involved· in -the failure-. o.f. most' ct,irrently_· . .; ·· 
available h~rbicides to provide satisfacto~- ,eed• control in the : 
southern great plains • 
. Development .. qf B,e_nzoi,c 'He1;bici,de$ 
D:l,scQve:,:y o( abnorma:t, plStJt .,gr6witb: followin-g apl>licattqn of . 
. · benzoi¢ aci&i 'to. tomato· t,yc;opersciori eEf cul~tum Mill~ (25) led 
. . . . ... - .· . . . -· . . . 
r~searcher.s .to investigate ~~'ri'A~,:i,c _acid der:i..vativ,as ':for gt~t~ 
re_gulating activity. __ Early -investigations "of subst-itµ:t~d pheJ;ioxy · an~ 
benzoi~. acid aubstari-ae41, ·showed- that ~~,:1.z°'ic !!Cid derivatives ·had the, 
power to indµce morphogene·ti-c effects otj. plants, .. and led to the 
,', . . . . '' . 
cc,rre1a1;.i<>n_,_of structure to phys_ioiogic,1 activity ·(53). Following . 
World Wat ·rr, woi·kers. at- Cmnp Det'l:ick,'° Maryland:, pubiis~ed· ;&::-iist·:·of · 
7 
m.c>re that!, one;-thOUS_and -CO'Dlpounds that has been investigated :for gfowth,... -. ,! 
reg:ulatiti:'g activity_· (44). Many· of these sub'$tances :wera 'substituted 
ben~oic,_acids.' Further investigations:- disclosed that· the de~ivativ~s '·of --
benzoic acid were n<>-t. immobilized or de.graded as. rapidly. as ·2, 4-,D (37)·. 
Verif.ication ·of. th~ honoone,like propeities of cert.ain derivativ.es was· 
acc;ompl:i,shed by .. Zimmerman arid Hitchcock, who observed c:ell eionga:~iori ~ , 
root ,abri.ormali-tieli! arid partheri.ocatpic f.rui t develepmen:t resulting fr_oni 
' . ! . 
applic;atic;,ns of chlorinated b~nzoic acid (54)-. 
Later work ·(29) indicated ,that benzo'ic acid, wftl\· chlorine 
substitutions ·on the 2, 3 _and, _6 po$1Hons of the r;I.Jlg wa~· 'DlOre 
phytotoxic Ori se.lec1;ed' species 'than ·when .chJ.orine ·subst.itut_:1,.ons were 
made on other positions •. It was .. also discovered th.at .the 'substitution 
of a ·,methoxy group· on. th~ 2 1>osition •res·ulted in 'a marked increase 
in .activity •. The high degree of ae-tivity .demonstr~ted by this 
c;emp.ound., later known .. as 'di~amba~ encouraged .. researchers_ to- begin. 
' I . 
extensiye research into;.the ·-physiologic.al- effects· and, phytotoxic 
pr:oper,t:tes -of this her.b'icid-e O 
_m,onocot '~d:.dicot 'spec,fes.~ .. At-lower,- rate:e :,<:>£ -application pf 0~06 -
_ 0~25 pounds~per,. ac;r.a, (lb/A) this ·compound~e:x:hibits a degre~ of 
8 
selectivity .whiCQ. allows its us~ -in nutnt!rous gr~ss' crops- (4) ~- · ·Research 
-,w.itfr several .monocotyledonous crops: inclµding corn,; :wheat~ oa.ts and· 
barley has· sqewn. that crop injury mEJy result from' preemergerice or . 
pOstemergence applications· (20, 28, 40). The possibility of such 
injury necess.itates a .thorough understanding of the properties -of this 
compound· in .or~er to prov·ide ·an adequate margin 'of safety for its 1,1se •.. 
Activity in · soil · 
With the exception of peaty muck, dicamba is read.ily leached 
through soil with _the downward movement of water (22, 24}. Although 
considerable adsorptiori qf dicamba by Kaolinite has· been· reported (22), 
clay content has been Held to be_qf little .. importance i,n the adsorpti,on, 
of this herbicide. As an organic acid, dicamba is weakly dis.sociated · 
in. an· aqueous solution. and may eJi;ist in · anionic form. ·· Di.camba. therefore ··· 
p()ssesses a net negative charge which results in repulsion of the 
herbicide· from negat:f,. vely charged c;lay particles. Adsorption to 
organic matter has beeri based· on, the herbicide being held· by unsaturated 
valence. bonds rather than ionic excli.ange (16). 
Hahn. et. al. . (23) reported a roughly linear decrease in dicamba 
phytotoxi~ity as the pH was increased from pH 4 to pH· 8. ·· H was also 
noted· that.· the toxic effects of _dicamba oq corn. seedlings ,.decre.~sed 
when · the pFl was.·· lowered from pH 4. 
Uptake and.>transio.oation 
Topica.l applications· of di.camba ultimately result i_n exposure of 
both tb.e foliage:. and root system to varying concentrations of tb.e ·. 
herbici,de, Among the factors operating. to determine the respons,e of 
herbicide applications are the extent 1::0 which. the· app;Lied compound is. 
9 
absorb,ed by the pJant and · the' ease with which it mo.ve.s:· witfutn the. plant 
ti$sue (48).. Penetration of t;:he cuticular layers b)i dicamba may be· . 
i,nfluenced by the degree of dissociat:lon of the herbicide. There is 
evidence .from compounds iri which dissociation occurs that·· the·· 
undissoc;i.ated molecule· penetrate~ the cuticle i:nore read:Lly · than does. · 
the ion ( 43, 48). 
Dicamba has been reported (23) to exhibit more herbicidal activity 
towi:trd corn s~dl;i.ngs when placed· in the area of· th.e develo.ping roe>t · 
than l-fhen placed near the developing shoot; ' Dicamba · applic;;1.tior,.s · to 
the roots or entire seedlings of ac;,rri essentially eliminated further 
root elongation; 'however, shoot-applied dicaml>a caused no growth 
reduction of corn roots. 
. 14 
Studies of dicamba-c· uptake indicate that the herbic:j.de is 
readily absorbed by roots or ;foliage. Cl;iang et. al. (14) found that 
b,oth foliage and· rootl:! of Canada. thistle Cirdum arv:ense (L.) Scop. 
readily absorbed <licamba, aft~r which it was trans located in both.·· 
phloem and xylem. A source...::to-.sink system ofdicamba t;:ranslocation in 
the phloein was iridiqated, with the e~port, ,of leaf..;.applied dicamba 
dependent'upon-the export of photosynthate.· Leonard'{34)·also· 
determined the presence of both apoplastic and symplastic _movement of 
dicaJilha while work;i.ng with Thompson see.dless grapes -Vitis. ·virtifera L. 
Dicamba absorbed by the roots was readily tri;lllsported to the shoots, 
where a mark~daccumulatio-p. occ1,1r~ed at the ma:rgins of young leaves. 
Trea~ment of mature leaves resulted j,.n label being translocated tci all· 
parts Qf the plant;:. 
Translocati.on of dioamba in purple nutsedge Cyperu$ rotundus.L, 
was· profoundly affected by· the stage· of .growth of the pb,nt: (36). - Broad,· 
10 
distribution of the chemical throughout the aerial partrsoccurredwh.en 
plants were treated during ·the vegetative stage. Most of the herbicide 
in plants treated at the late flowering stage remained in the treated 
leaf. The flowering organs were noted to accumulate considerable 
radioactivity at the early flowering Stage, but the accumulation 
decreased considerably at the late flowering stage. 
Root exudation of unmetabolized ' dicamba 'was also reported from 
both Canada thistle and purple nutsedge. The excretion of unaltered 
dicamba from field beans Phaseolus vulgaris L. following foliar 
applications has also been reported (27, 35). Quantitative determi-
nations indicate that the species studied were capable of releasing only 
1% or less of the applied herbicide in this manner. 
Response of small grain crops· 
Applications of dicamba are frequently made for the control of 
broadleaf weeds in small grains. However, this herbicide may exhibit 
phytotoxicity toward the crop species. 
Appleby et. al. (5) found the response of Gaines wheat to dicamba 
applications varied with the rate of ' application and physiological age 
of the crop. Reductions in yield and plant height occurred from 
applications at the 1~ leaf stage, while applications at the 4-6 
tiller or boot stage did not reduce plant height or yield. Research 
by Friesen (20) indicated that dicamba applied to Thatcher wheat at the 
3 leaf stage resulted in less yield reduction than applications at 
either 2, 4, 5 or 6 leaf stages. 
Later studies (39) report that dicamba applications of 0.25 lb/A 
did not reduce the yield of wheat when applied at the 2-4 leaf stage, 
whereas silllilar applications· at the .early tiller tfirouga dough: s::tage 
reduced the· yield. Yield reductions 'were more sev~re ~er( the rate . 
was increased to O. 75 lb/A. It was also noted that :fiiHd reductions 
from wheat tre,a.ted at a ~ivert growth stage were inconsistent bebieen · 
years, with the grea.te.r yield reduqtions usually ·occurring und.er 
conditions more favorable for high crop production. · Quimby (39) also 
. . 
reported reductions ,in plant height,. peduncle len'gth · and sheath 
length following dicamba applications. 
l{ead deformities and an inc.rease in number· of tillers and heads·. 
per plant have been reported as a· result of applying dicaniba to whea.t 
(30, 38). · 
Research on the effect of dicambii in delaying the maturity of 
wheat has r~sulted in <;lonflictiri.~ evidence. Keys {30) reported a 
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delay in mat::urity following application of O. 25 lb/A at the: 4 leaf stage, 
while Molberg (38) found no dela.y in maturity from a s.imilar application. 
Other res.earch (39) states that the greatest delay in heading occurred 
in.wheat sprayed at the late tiller stage, while 0.25 lb/A at,the 2-4 
leaf stage did not delay heading. 
R~search indicates that the response to dicamba. applicad.ons varies 
among the sm,;tll grains and among varieties of these crops. . Yield 
reductions following dicamb.a applications are more serious in oats ·and· 
barley tha.n in wheat, and .oats are generally more tolerant to dicambfl 
than barley (21, 29). Although Biikei (8) found no selection among 
6000 barley genotypes following dica.mba appl:i,cations of 3 lb/A, 'Keys (29) 
reported differences in the response of barley, wheat and oat 'varieties 
with applications of 0;25 lb/A. Considerable differences in response 
o:!: oa.t. var:(,eties have been note.cl by Behrens (9). Under weed free. 
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conditions,- yields of dicamba- t:reatecf oat 'varieties:·vari.e.1:k:ftom ·126% -to · 
SZ% of· .chec~. · Changes in the rehtttve 'tolerance 00.f ·.Tia:rlef varieties· 
have been.rep'orted to oc~ur with' increased' rate·g .,of ··hei<'f>.icide. -and'' in.· 
diffe-rent ··g:rowing sea.sons (29).. · 
. Res2onse of corn. and sorghµm 
l>reemergerioe dicqlliba application~ . .have -given.terratic respons:e . 
with resp'.e_ct to corn yield' (46}, hqwefver~- yield reductio.ns-'resu:lting 
f:ro1,n ppstemer'gence applications .hav~ been correlateq to -the stage of 
crop development at the time of treatme'Q.t, Dowler et~· al. · (17) 
reported that when _the. s,tage of qevelopment of corn was- varied by 
pl~Ung date, only the most mature corn·, which was-.in the tassel stage~ 
was not· injured ht dicaml;,a.' Yield reductions.· on, less mature plants 
reportedly. resulted· f:i:om. fail~re of the. corn .kernel· t9 develop. 
Serious stunting, leaf rol;Ling and yield reductions have res.ulted 
from topical. applioat:i,.ons of· dicamb'a to 8 · inch tail sorghum (41). 
l,ateral applications cc;1.used s irililar l>~t ·milder -f dliar syw.pto!llS but did 
' 1 . I . • ' 
not .reduce ···the· yield. 
Redu~ti6n .o:e the height of sorghum plants : following treatment . 
with dicamba were reported to. iri,crease with rat~ of application and 
were less pronm.inced: when appl:1,cations were made pn more mature plants. 
Severe plant lodging and yield reductions·were also reported foll6wing 
appl:i,cati,o.ns to 9 ~ . 12, 15 or 18 ~rich ;all s,orghum plants,. Yield . 
rec;luctions'also occ.urred when dicatnba.. was- appli.ed at theiboot.stage •. · 
ApplicaUons ·of, this .heibicide at any stage of grqwth produced blasting 
of· the head. Howevei::~ the blasti,ng 'tjas more. sevei::e following 
application at the 15 inch thrqugh antheSlis stages (49). 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND MATERIALS ·. 
Greenhouse and Laboratory. Studies.· 
Greenhous.e experiments were conc;l.ucted in, fib~rglass,-· greenhouses 
at the Oklahoma State Univers.ity w'eeds Labor·atory, Stillwater, 
Ok,lahoma. All herbicide applications were made in a reciprocating 
nozzle spray chamber. The platform height of the chamber was adjusted" 
as necessary to maintain a constant nozzl.e-'.to-.plant-top d,ista,nce for 
all posteriiergence applications; or soil surface to. nozzle distance for 
al.l postemergence ·treatments. A special platform'was built for the , 
chamber in order·to facilitate postemergence appl:l.cations onto the more· 
mature growth stages. The use of an 8004E. nozzle and 25 psi resulted 
in, application of 40 gallons · per acre of herbicide and tap water· 
carrier. 
For each of the growth stage experiments mentioned herein,. 
natural daylight was supplemented with fluorescent' lighting· from 6 a.m. · 
to 7 p. m. ·daily. , For all other expe:r:imen'l:s · natural daylight was · 
. ' 
· supplemented wtth both artificial fluoreaceri.t .• and incandescent. l:f,ghting 
during the same time each day as the growth stage experiments. E~cept 
where specif:l,cally note.d ·in -the. following discussion, all ·pots' received 
1. 75 am. of 23-19i,-17 fertilizer at two week 'intervals. 
13 •. 
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. Growth stages 
Two· green.house expel;'iments were ·conduated· to investigate the: 
importance of growth stage ·in the response of gri,lin so:rgfiuin to dicamba~ 
All herb:tcide t;reatments consisted of 0.5 lb/A of dicamoa applied over 
tqe. top of the.plants. A randomized block design, with.dates of' 
applioati9n as treatments was used i,n each experiment. 
The· ,first experiment was replicated ·four. times, with. each 
experimental uni.t consisting of one 8 inch ·pot .containµi.g 3 plants· of 
RS610 sorghul!l, a hyb.r:i,d produced from Combine Kafir 60 and ·Combine 7078. · 
The bottom drained pots were surface watered daily. At-no time after 
the first herbi,cide ·application were tfie pots watered beyond· the water 
holding capacity of the soil. One pdt from the fourth replication was · 
harvested at the time each ti:;eatment was applied to determine the · 
posit;i.on of the .. floral bud. In addition, the height· artd number of 
leaves on each pl.ant 'was- dete'rmined at the time .of· each trea,tment ~ 
l!erbicide appUc;ations began 19 days after crop emergence and were 
repeated at 4 day intervals .until an thesis. Add:itiona.1 treatments·· 
were applied at the post 'bloom and soft dougl'i. §tages · (Table I). 
The· date· of heading was recorded for each plant. At ·maturity the. 
response to .d::i,ca.mQa was deterinned by mec;isuring the plant :height ,to the 
top of the ~ead, head length, flag leaf to head tip distance~ dry· 
weights of the head and foliage, of suckers. per plant• and sucker head 
dry weight. 
Treatment· 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12. 
13, 
15 
TABLE I 
TREATMENT STAGES FOR THE FIRST GREENHOUSE 
GROW'l'H STAGE 'EXPERIMENT · 
Height .. 
(in) . 
12 
14 
16 
18 
18 
20 
19 
22 
19 
20 
20 
22 
24 
·Leaves 
6 
6-.7 
7 
a 
8-9 
9-:10 
10--11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11' 
11 
Days .after 
.emergence ' 
19 
23 
27 
31 
\, 
35'6 
39 
43 ·~ 
47 
51 
55 
59 
63 
69 
Crown ta 
fl~ral bud' 
~ 
0.5 in 
0.8 in 
1.3 in 
2,8 in 
3.1 iµ 
8~4 :Ln 
9.a :ln 
14 ~ 0 i,n,...boot · 
an thesis 
post.:.anthe1:1is 
soft-dou·gh 
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The second experi~ent was replicated four times, witf:L each. 
experimental unit consisting of one 0.5 gallon pot containing 2 plants 
of RS610 sorghum. The pots were surface water'ed daily and dtai11age was 
not possible. At the time of each herbicide application the height 
and number of leaves were determined for each plant to be treated. 
Herbicide applicat;i.ons began 15 days after emergence ari.d were repeated· 
at'3 day intervals until. 27 days after emergence. Applications were 
then continued at 4 day intervals until 4 7 days. after emergertce ~· at 
which time the plants were in the early boot stage (Table II.) The 
date of heading was recorded for each plant.· At maturity the height of 
each plant to the top of the head was measured. Other measurements 
taken at this time were fresh weight'and number of suckers per plant, 
fresh and dfy.weight'of the entire head arid weight.of·the gra:i,n 
produced. 
Dicamba uptake 
In order to compare the.effects of root versus foliar and.root 
uptake, dicamba was applied to RS.610 sorghum as either a topical spray 
or by leaching measured amounts of herbicide into the soil~· 
A randomized blo.ck experiment with four replications was conducted 
in 8 inch pots, with each pot containing 2 sorghum plants. All . 
treatments. were applied 28 days after emergence, when the plants . Had 
9 to 10 leaves and averaged 9 inches in height. At the time of 
treatment one selected pot was harves.ted iri. order to estimate the 
fresh weight .and floral bud position in the tre1:1.ted plants. The fresh 
weight of these plants.averaged 13.6 grams and the floral buds had 
moved upward 0.75 in from the point of initiation, 
Treatment 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 ·, 
TABLE' II 
TREATMENT-STAGES FOR THE SECOND GREB;NHOUSE 
GROWTij STAGE EXPERIMENT 
Height. 
· (in) 
12 
16 
17 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26. 
28 
26 
Le av.es 
6".'"7 
7-8 
8 .... 9 
9 
9-10 
10 
11-'12 
12-13 
12-13 
13 
Days after 
emergen~e 
15 
18 
21 
24 
27 
31 
34 
38 
42 
46 
Crown to 
floral bud -
Oo9 in, 
o. 9. i_n 
1.5 in 
2.2 . i,n 
2.8 in 
3.5 i,n 
8.7 in 
16.0 iµ 
Di_camba trea.tmen~s consisted of·0.5 lb/A applied -topically', 0.5 
and 3~0 lb/A applied· to the soi1, _and no. chemical.'. Soil ·applica_tions · 
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were mad.e 'by passing th~ spray nozzle over a· pot size funnel and washing 
the herbicid~ from the funnel into a glass jar· with 250 ml ·of water •. 
This solut:ion wa:ip then po.ured onto. ~he ,appropriate pot, and· an'.. 
additional 750 ml of water adcJed to leach 'the herb:l,.c.ide deeper .into .. 
the soil. Similar moisture condittons we,re main1:ained in all pots. 
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by · adding 1000 ml . of water to the . soil . in ,t:emaining pots following 
application of the·. topical treatment. 
The· date of heading was recorded for each plant, and at "mat:ur:f,ty · 
crop injury.was deter~ri.ed by severa+ measurements including height 
of plants, fresh and.dry weights of·foilage and heads, and weight of 
grain prpduceq.~ 
Sorghum varities 
Seven varieties of gr:ain sorghum were grown, in· ot:d_er to. determine· 
whethei; varietal differences exist iri. th_e susceptiability of so.rghum to 
injury frem dicamba. The·experimentwas de~dgned to-include all 
variet:i,es used in ,other of these. experiments aI!,d cel;'.ta~n other varieti.es 
w:i,th diverse genetic bac~grounds. A split.-plot design w~th herb,iai.de 
treatment. as the main pl1:>t and sorghum variety as .. the sub..:.plot ,was 
utilized for the experiment, Each sub.-plot · treatment was· replic~ted 
four times:· The single;herbicide applicat:i.6n of 0.5 lb/A .was.applied 
to. ~dl varieties 53 days af;er emergence, which was approxi'tll.B.tely 1:h.ree 
weeks before heading. 
Twp plants.. were grown in each 8 inch p9t unt::i.l one week before 
dicamba. was· applied. At that time the plants. were thinned to one 
plant 'per pot., 
The dates of heading and an thesis were recorded for each plant. · 
At maturity crop injur:y was determined by several measurements 
including number of suc~ers per plant' flag leaf: to head distance' 
heigh; '.of plant. to bc;ittom of head, foliage dry weight, head leng~h, 
weight ·.of _the entire head and weight '.of the grain produced. 
. . . . . . ' 
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Water usage 
The effect of dicamba on the use of water by OK612 sorghum, a 
hybrid produced fr,om Wheatland and R,OKY 8, was studied by measuring the 
weight loss of undrained plastic pcits in which the sorghum was growing. 
One.· plant was grown in each pot: which contained 600 gm of a loam soil. 
Each pot received 0.83 gm of 23-19-17 fertilizer plus iron and trace 
elements. Water loss by evaporation was reduced by placing a plc;1stic 
cover on each pot, with a hole in the center for the plant. Complete 
contact be.tween· the plastic covers and plants was avoided in order to 
enhance soil aeration, Evaporative water loss ··was determined by 
maintaining similar pots withO\~t plants as one treatment of the 
randomized block design used in ·each of the two experiments per,formed · 
it1, this manner. Initia1 determinations of weight loss were scheduled 
at.three day intervl;lls. As the amount of water use increased with. 
plant growth, the we~ghing interval; was decreased· to one day; Each 
time the pots wer.e weighed, sufficient water was. added to res fore each 
pot t6 the orj,,ginal 25% by weight moisture.content, uncorrected for 
plarit weights. 
The firs.t experiment was replicated five. times •. Dicamba treatments. 
in this experiment consisted of O., 0,25, 0.5 and LO lb/A applied 
preemergence. and O ,5 lb/ A applied to the foliage · 14 days after 
emergence. Transparent 'plastic was used to cover the pots: Six days· 
after planting the plastic was perforated sufficiently to allow the 
seedling to be guided through the cover. 
Thirty days after emergence the plants were harvested by washing 
the soil from the . '):"oots.. At this time foliage and root weight . 
determinations were made and the number of leaves per plant recorded. 
The seaond experiment wa:s replicated four times~. HerbJcide · 
applications were made four days after:'eniergence of tliesorg~urit at-. 
which·. time. the plants were in the early four. le'af sta-ge. ··, Dica:mba · 
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tre.!ltments used were a, 0.25, 0.5 and LO lb/A applied- topically to 
foliage and soil, 0.5 lb/A applied to the fol'iage only and"0.5 lb/A 
appl~ed ·to the so:i,l only. ·. With the exc~pti,on 'of .the: s.oil applicat:±011~ 
all 'pots ·wer.e 're9:tored 'to :the original 25% by weight moistu:i::e 'cot:l.tent. 
prior to herbicide application.· The s9i1. application was -ma,de by. 
passing the spr.ay nozzle. over a' funnel -equal in size' . to·. the :plastic · 
pots~ .. after which ·· the he'rbiC::f:.de 'was -washed fr,om the funnel -into -a glass 
jar with 50 ml of water. The-'soiution :was then quickly poured onto 
the surf ace 'of tlle appropriate pot_ a.tid additional water was - added to 
' ' 
restore the moisture content-to 25% by w-eight. Plastic covers were 
not .placed on' the pots until . herbicide applications· were c.ompleted' 
except that iri the case of the fo~iar treatrilent the pots. were cevered 
immedi,ately before treatment. 
Twenty ... f:lve days'after treatment the height Qf ea9h plant was 
recorded~ Thirty -days· after tr:eatment the height and .leaf. numl:!er of .. 
ead:i plant_ ~as ·- ,de t-ennined ~ 
Dical!lba: trartslooation 
~e tra11,slocation of dicamba was - st,u4ied following foliar. 
applicati9n of carb.oxyl,-labeled. 14C-dicamba, spec~fic ~cti:vity 1.89 
milliottries/millimele. The ten plants of-OK612 sorghum used in-the 
study each .received a topiaa~ application of 0~5 lb/A of ·dicamba 
immediately. prior- to treatme.rit with the radioactive material. During 
the topical- he.rbic:(.de -_application, • the twelftll lea.f of ·each of the 
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53 day. old plants was covered to prevent herbicide contacto The 
twelfth leaf of each. plant was then fastened .in. a frame constructed in 
such a manner as to hold the leaves · f:Lrmly in.· place without tinjury o 
One, ml of 14c-dic::.amba in distilled water was then applied to an 8 in, . 
section of each twelfth leaf, in the.form of one hundred 10 microliter 
droplets. 
herb.icide. 
Each plant received 6054 microcuries of radioactive 
14 . 
Application of the C material was made at a constant air 
temperature of 70°F in order. to ext.end the period of droplet · 
evaporation tct approximately .90 minutes. · Each plant was in the 13...,.14 
leaf stage at the time of treatmento The heads were located 
approximately one...,.half the distance between the crown and the sheath of 
the thirteenth leaf. 
Prior to treatment the plants were grown in th.e 'greenhouse" 
Following. herbicide application the plants were transferred· to· a growth 
chamber where a .14 hour· day length was maintained o The cool white 
fluorescent and incandescent lighting in the chamber provided a light 
intensity· of. 2800 foot, .candles at the top of the ;plants:· Constant 
0 0 · temperatures of 95 F day. and 75 F night were maintained· in. the chamber, 
Fourteen days after treatment the plants began to head. ·. With the 
exception of one plant which failed to prod1..1.ae a head, all of the heads 
emerged within a period of four days. 
Twenty-:three days after treatment, each twelfth leaf (radio-. 
actively treated) was removed and washed in 250 ml of 80% ethariol for 
one minute. Ethanol samples were collected and analyzed to determine 
the amount of 14c-dicamba washed from each leaf.. The amount· of 14c,... .. 
d~camha uptake was assumed to .be the difference between the amount·· 
applied per leaf and the .amcn:iat reGovered in ethanoL The remainder 
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of each pla,nt 'was -- sectioned ··and quickly -frezeh. · The plant ·sections -
·, 
were then lyophilized-and the·14c content'·of various parts determined· 
using liquid s.cintillation. ~pproximately. 20 mg· of root tissue, _10 mg -
of vegetB:ti ve tissue or 5 ·mg --of· tissue. from the ·inf lo.rescence -was 
placed in each· scintillation ·vial for counting. -- All aourtts- were 
oqrrected for backgr.ounc;i. and quench by: use -o.f · internal standards. · The 
cocktail mixtµre us.ed consisted of 120 gm napthalerie, 4gm PPO, :50 mg · t ·· 
POPOPplus p-dioxane to one liter.-
Field Studies 
Fi.eld .experiments were conducted -during 196 7 -and 1968 at the 
Oklahoma ~tate Univers·:i,ty Agronomy ·Research Stat:itons ·at .Perkins or 
St:i,llwf1ter, hereinafter referred to as -Perkins. -or Stillwate-t1. Dudng 
1968 one.experiment was isolated a.pproximately 13 miles west of 
Stillwater; :in an. area near Lake_ Carl JUa.ckwelL -
All treatments were applied wi,th an experimental-plot -tractor 
sprayer-with an· output -of 30 gallop.s per acre~ Appli.:aations made when 
the crop height ,_exceeded the -~enter clearance of the tractor were --
accompl:i,shed by.means of side mounted booJnS. All directed treatments 
were applied by equipping the tractor with a sled type. d:i,rected spray 
uni_t. 
Dicamba on late growth stag~s. 
During-the summer of 1967, three experiments-were-esta'f;,lished to 
i,nveE:Jtigate. the effects of d::l;camb.a on sorghum .when .applications were. 
made- after initiation of the floral pud •. In each of the experiments a 
randomi~ed block .design was used with the -herbicide tteatlil.ents 
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l;'eplicated twice. Ea,ch plot consisted of six 40 inch rows of OK612 
sorghum. Three rates of dioamba, 0.25, 0.5; 1.0 lb/A, were applied 
topically at each date of treatment.' 
Prior to harvest the ,perc(;!nt lodging was deterilineci for each 
treatment by counting the .number of lodged ·and upright plants in one·-
row of each .plot. Approximately one month befor·e harvest the 'number 
of sucker .heads in one row of each plot was .. dete:rtnined by count. - The 
data on sucker heads was standardized to the number of -sucke.r heads ·per 
six feet of row. At maturity the plots were harvested and yields 
determiried. Conditions specific·fot each eJi:periment a,te listed in 
Table III. 
TABLE III 
SPECIFIC CONDITIONS FOR THE LATE GROWTH STAGE EXPERIMENTS-
Experiment'Number: 1 2 3 
Location:· Perkins Perkins Stillwater 
Soil Type: Vaness Loam Norge L,oam Port Silty 
Clay Loam_ 
Plot Length (feet): 
Growth. Stage and.Age 
(days) at Treatment: Days Stage .. ·Days · ·stage · ·Days ·stage 
40 36 in 40 28 in 23 28 in 
height height height 
46 late 46 30 in 33 early 
boot height boot 
46 full 53 post 
bloom bloom 
61 post 64 soft 
bloom dough 
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In experiments 1 and 3, the amourit · of head damage at , the time of , 
head emergence was determined by measuring the length of the·damaged 
and undamaged portion'of 100 consecutive heads in the second row·of 
each plot.·, These measurements were taken dur;tng or immediately after 
ant:hesfao 
Directed vs topical' applications 
Comparisons of directed . and topical ·applications of dicamba were 
made ,following herbidde 'applications· to eight stages of crop growth' 
(Table 4). Rates of 0.25 and Oo5 lb/A of dicamoa were applied at each 
·- . . . . 
growth .stage· as either·· a topical· application or as a 14 in band ·centered 
on.the crop row with coverage on the lower three inches of tlie:crop. 
A randomized block design with 4 replications was used for the 
-- experiment. Each plot consisted of two 40 inc.h rows of RS610 sorghum, 
30 feet long o The test was conducted on: Po,rt silty clay loam at 
Stillwater. 
During the.period from early boot through full bloom the average 
stage of'development of each plot: was.estimated visually at 3 day 
intervals. o The· ratings were coriv,erted to a numerical· scale as follows: 
L Early .boot 
2. Late boot' 
3. Head partially emerged 
4. Head fully emerged 
So Upper 0~25 of head flowering 
6. Upper 0.5 ~. Oo 75 of head flowering 
7. Lower O o 25 of head in anthesis 
Bo Anthesis Oo.90 complete 
At maturity the plots wer,eharvested and grain yields: were 
determined. 
Date·of 
treatment 
7"'."10-67 
7-19-67 
7-22-67 
7_;;28-67 
7-31-67 
8-7-67 
8-15-67. 
8-2i"'."67 
TABLE IV· 
CROP; ST.!GE:Si' 1.'RRATED- IN TOPICAL vs:. · 
DIRECTED APPLICATION STUDY . 
aeight 
~ (in) 
3 
6 
9 
15 
18 
28 
34 
36 
Days after. 
emergence 
2 
11 
14 
20 
23 
30 
38 
44 
Method of application 
Crown··to 
floral bud 
2 in 
4 in 
14 in 
late boot· 
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The relationship between the area of .dicamba. contact ·with sorghum 
plants and.reduction of yield was examined by.mean$ of applications of 
the .herbicide to selected locations .on· OK612 sorghumo A randomized·· 
block design with six replications. was established on .Vari.ass loam at 
Perkins during 1968 for the purpose· of conducting this experiment, 
Each, plot GOnsfsted of two 40 inch rows j 30 feet in·· 1ength. Herbicide 
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treatments were applied 44 days after crop e~rgence at which -time 'the· 
crop height was - 38 inclles ·. and the. floral 'buds .. were located 9...;.10 inches 
. . . 
ab_ove. the crowno, Herbicide a.pplicatiol)s ·were made either. as topical 
applicat~ons, tapical applications with the soil cover.ed with· plas-tic, 
di.rected appli~~tions with drop .noi-zles treatint the lower 8 _ in of the _ 
plan~ with full soil coverage, ·applications to the" so.il only' and· an. 
untreated control. Three ··rates· of dicamba, 0~125, 0.25 ·and ·1.0 lb/A, 
were. applied b,y el;lch method, with 'the exception that 'the high rate was 
deieted fr.om the 'topical application with the so:U coyered~ Six; days· 
fol).owing herbic:i,de -applications,_ all plots received 2 'in of water by 
sprinkler -·irrigation.· . 
Orie ,week after the treatments were ·applied, at the t:i,ine .the heads _ 
we:r:e .beginning to eI11erge, counts :were taken of the number -of' heads per .. 
row. -. This -data was obtained iri. order to 'det.erm.ine -the 'effect of.• d:i,camba. 
on the 'rate of develppinent of tHe _ crop., At ·maturity the -plots were 
harvested and yield data o~tainedo 
Maturity delay 
Further studies on the effects of dicamba· irt delaying the. 
development .of sorghum were undertaken. at Perkins -during 1968. A 
randomized b,lock des:i,.gn with ,4 replicatio'µs was-used for the.experiment. 
Each'. plot -consisted -of two 40 :i,nch rows 30 feet long-~. Topical• dicamba 
applications_ of o._i25, 0,25 or o._5 lb/A were made at six stages ·of -
growth -of the OK612 sorghum (Table V). 
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TABLE V 
CROP STAGES' TREATED IN MATURITY DELAY _EXPSRDreNT 
Date 'of . H~ight .,Leaves. Days after Crown to 
treatment (in) emergence floral b.ud . 
6-,13-68• 5 6 10 
6-19-68 10 8 16 
7-2-68 28 12 28 3 in 
7-16-68 32 flag 42 earlr boot. 
7-20-68· 38 flag 46 late boot 
During the period ftom heading to anthesi~, cc;,untswere taken.of. 
the number of plants heading or in .anthesis. Yield data was unavailab,le · 
due ta the exceptionally heavy bird damage incurred. Th.e Vanoss ·1oam 
soil ·was sprinkler irrigated with 3 inches· of water, ?..;.lQ.,.68 to 
supplement natural .·rainfall.. 
Effects . of irrigati~n • 
Applica~ions of dicam~a 'Were µia.de ·to both irrigated and .rian-. 
irrigated OK612 sorghum, at .s sfages(io.f gr-aw~~·;.b1.,,:-0-I'd~.: to ... deter.inine · 
the .effect of soil moisture supply on dicamba phytotoxicity (Table VI). 
The study was. conducted on a Vanoss ·1oam soil at the Perkins station 
during 1968 •.. A split..::plot: design with four replicat:i,ons was. utilized. 
Orie,main.plot treatment.- received only. natural rainfall (Appendix A)°, 
while the otheJ;' main pfot treatment received natural rainfall p!us 
28 
6 inches 'of water by means of sprinkler irri.gationo· The supplemental 
water was added ·at .. two dates, July 10 and July 24, with 3 inches added 
at each date. 
TABLE VI 
CROP Sl'AGES·TREATED IN.IRRIGATION PRACTICE EXPERIMENT 
Date of Days after Crop height (in) Crown. to ·nor al bud (in) 
treatme11t eme-rgenae irr non-irr irr non-irr 
7-2...:68 25 20 20 1 1 
7-8-68 31 28 28 4 4 
7-16-68 39 36 34 9 7 
7-18"'-68' 41 38 34 15 9 
7-20-68 .. 43 36 32 17 14 
When the plants reached the heading stage courits, were taken of the 
number of plants. headed, or later the number of plants in anthesis was 
detenn.ined. At maturity yields were.taken, however the yield data 
was··, considered. invalid due,· to the high incidence of bird damage. 
. . 
Dicamba on male sterile sorghum 
In order to determine whether the effects· of dicamba. on grain 
sorghum yields were specifica:J,ly e:x;hibi ted through effects on male .or 
female flower parts, a male sterile line was utilized~ In order to 
avoid· foreign pollen sources, the randomized bloc~ experiment with 
29. 
four replications was -establfshed' in an: isolated· area' near Lake· Cari· 
Blackwell~ The plots were laid ·out on a perpendicular· to the prevailing. 
southerly wind: to·reduce the pollen 'movement ·between plots~ To further 
reduce ·pollen movement, tlie plot area was enclosed' by six 40 inch ·rows 
of South. American open pollenated· popc·om. Each 30. foot plot ,consisted. 
of 6 rows of pollen ptoducti_ng (B.line)"and.;4•rows,sf,.male s.ter.ile (A 
line) Redland sorghum. The row sequence 'from south to .north a.cross each 
plot :was B-B-A-A..:B-B-A-A-B-B. Topical applications ', of O. 5 lb /A 
di,camba ·were made ·40 days after eniergenc.e at which time the plants were 
. . 
37-38 in-ahes tall arid the floral bud was 7 inches above· the crown. 
Treatment.s consisted of -no herbicide treatment., applica,tion of dicamba 
to B line orily. or ap.plication of ·the herbicide to A line only. All 
plot·s in which the ·pollen source received ·a herbicide application we.re 
separated from ali other plots by ten ·40 foot rows .of the previously 
mentioned popcorn. 
At maturity the yield.of.both A arid B lines in each plot was 
estimated-as a percent'of _the respective line in the untreated plots. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND PISCUSSION 
Greenhouse and Laboratory Studies 
Growth stages 
In the first growth stages experiment application of 0.05 lb/A 
dica.mba to sorghum 19 days after emergence, prior to initiation of the 
floral bud, delayed heading of the plants. Similar application at 
later stages cf growth did not produce such delEcy'S (Table VII). Dicamba 
applications did not af'fect the dry weight of the entire head, length 
of the head or elongation of the peduncle when measured as the height 
of the head above the flag leaf. None of the dica.mba applications 
affected the height of plants, dry weight of the foliage, or number of 
suckers per plant ( Table VIII). Reductions .. in the mearhdry weight of 
sucker heads occurred following dicamba applications at 19 or 69 days 
after emergence. 
' The .time of head emergence was not de'la:yed following dicamba 
applications at any growth stage in the second growth stage experiment. 
There appeared to be a similarity in the relationship between time of 
application and time of heading for both growth stage experiments 
( Table IX). R~_ductions in mean plant height follo~:1.ng dica.mba a.p~li-
cations at 15 or 18 days after emergence were noted. The number of 
• 
suckers per plant increased following dicamba application at any stage 
30 
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of growth, while .fresh weight of the suckers was increased by applica-
tion at 24, 27 or 39 d~s after emergency. ( Table 
Time 
'l:'ABLE .VJ;! 
. . 
. . 
EFFECTS OF J)lCA,MBA. AP:PLJ;CATIONS AT SEVERAL GROWTH STAGES 
ON HEAD CHARACTERISTICS, FfRST GROW'I'H STAGE EXPERIMENT 
(l 2 
of Crown to· Date of Head dry Head lgt. Flag leaf to 
treatment :flo:ra.l bud heading wt (gm) . (in) head (in) 
(3) 
19 7.0 a 2.4 a 4.6 a 1.9 a 
23 5.2 ab 0.5 a 4.8 a 1.6 a 
27 0.5 in. 4.9 ab 0.7 a 4.9 a 1.6 a 
31 0.8 II 4.8. ab 0.5 a 5.0 a o.8 a 
35 1.3 II 4.2.ab 0.5 a. 5.3 a 1.4 a 
39 2.8 II 5.7 ab 0.5 a 5.3 a 0.7 a 
43 3.1 " 4.3 ab 0.7 a 5.0 a 0.5 a 
47 8.4 . II 4.3 ab 0.5 a 4.6 a 0.6 a 
51 9.0 II 0.8 a 4.6 a 5.7 a 
55 14.0 II LO a 4.5 a 2.2 a 
59 · anthesis 0.8 a 4.4 a 2.. l a 
63 po;;3t-bloom 2.0 a 4.7 a 2.8 a 
69 so:ft-dou.gh 3.1 a 4.9 a 2.3 a 
check 3.8 b 1.4 a 4.8 a 2.1 a 
1. D~s after emergen,ce. 
2. Days after. 3-17-68, for treatments applied before boot stages. 
3. Numbers within each column followed by the same letter are not 
significa.ntJ,y different at the 0.05 level. 
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~:A:(3LE VIII 
EFFECTS OF DIC.Alv!BA APPLICNI'IONS AT SEVERAL GROWTH STAGES ON VEGETATIVE 
AND SUCKER.CHARACTERISTICS; FlRST,GROWTH STAGE'EXPERIM.ENT 
-···-...,TIT-. - .. ·-··-··~·----( ;2) (3) ·-,--err 
l'ime of Crown to Plant Foliage Suckers Sucker head 
treatment florl'1J bud height weight per plant weight 
( 4) -~-
19 19.8 a 8.7 a 5.1 a 0,2 c 
23 21.1 a L2, 8 a 6.3 a L5 be 
27 0.5 in. 20.7 a 11.4 a 4.6 a 2.6 ab 
31 o.8 Tl 21.8 a 12.6 a, 5.3 a lI O 2 a 
35 1.3 " 21.3 a 12.7 a 4.8 a L7 be 
39 2.8 11 20.8 a 13.2 & 5,6 a 2.0 be 
43 3.1 " 20.2 a 12.6 a 4.8 a L5 be 
47 8.4 " 19.1 a 13.2 a. 5.4 a 1.2 be 
51 9.0 Ir 25.1 a 12.2 a 6.1 a 1.1 be 
55 14.0 H 21.0 a· 11.7 a 5,3 a O. 7 ·be 
59 anthesis 19.1 a 12.4 a 7.2 a l(J2 be 
63 post-bloom 21.8 a 11.2 a 5.8 a o.8 be 
69 soft-dough 21,7 a 12.6 a 5.3 a 0.2 c 
check 21.9 a 10.9 a 5,0 a 2~6 ab 
·-----·------_.,..-------------~--""""·-~---=--·---
1. Days after emergence. 
2. Height (in ) to top of head at maturity. 
3. Grams dry weight. 
!r. Numbers within e.9.ch column followed by the same letter are not 
significantly different at the 0.05 level. 
. TAl3LE IX 
EFFECTS OF DICAMBA APPLICATIONS AT SEVERAL GROWTH STAGES 
ON HEAD.CHA.RACTERISTICS, SECONDGROWTH STAGE.EXPERJ;MENTS 
(l) 
Time of 
treatment 
15 
18 
21 
24 
27 
31 
34 
38 
42 
46 
check 
Crown to 
floral bud 
0.9 in 
0. 9 11 
1. 5 . 11 
2.2 II 
2.8 II 
II 
8.7 " 
16. 0 . 11 
1. Days after emergence. 
2. Days after ch~ck. 
(2) 
Date of Head dry 
heading wt (gm) 
(3) 
.. 
3.8 a 5.6 b 
1.5 a 2.1 b 
2.0 a 4.7 b 
0.1 a 2.2 b 
o.o a 2.7 b 
0.6 a 2.2 b 
2.;L a 2.7 b 
1.4 a 2.6 b 
o.8 a 2.7 b 
o.o a 4.4 b 
0.0 a 11.1 a 
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Grain per 
head (gm) 
3.6 b 
0.4 b 
2.4 b 
0.3 b 
0.2 b 
0.2 b 
0.5 b 
o.4 b 
0.4 b 
2.2 b 
9.0 a 
3. Numbers within each column followed by the same letter are not 
significantly different at the 0.05 level. 
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All dicamba applications reduced the oven dcy weight of the entire 
head ( Table IX) • ,Iland thresl:i,ing of th13. sorgl}um heads revealed that the 
production of grain was reduced by application o.f dicamba at an.v of the 
several growth stages. When applications were made at 15 or 21 days 
after emergence the plants in one pot of each treatment produced grain 
in amounts similar to the untreated check, All other plants treated at 
15 or 21 days after emergence produced very little grain. Reexamination 
of plant measurements taken at the time of treatment confirmed that all 
plants treated at each date were similar in vegetative development and 
offered no explanation of the variability in graip, production (Table IX). 
Plants treated at 47 days after emergence produced both well developed 
and small undeveloped grain. Plants treated at other stages of growth 
produced only small, undeveloped, dark colored grain. 
Dicamba uptake 
Applications of 0.5 or 3,0 lb /A of dicamba to the soil resulted 
in chlorosis of the lower leaves of all treated plants within five days 
after treatment and rolling of the upper leaves. The chlorotic region 
on plants receiv"ing the h:i.gher rate extended to the lower seven leaves 
w;ithin a week after which the plant continued to become more chlorotic 
and necrotic, All plants were dead within 30 days after treatment, 
The lower six leaves of pla.nts growing in soil treated with 0,5 lb,/A. 
dicamba. became completely necrotic within 30 days after treatment, All 
other leaves on these plants maintained normal vigor until maturity. 
Plants whicn received a topical application of 0.5 lb/A dica.mba. did 
not develop leaf chlorosis, 
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TABLE X 
EFFECTS oF-DrcAMBA,A.PPLICATtONs'AT'sivERAL·GROWTH STAGES oN VEGETATIVE 
. AND SUCKER 'CHARACTERISTICS,' SECONli' GROWTH' STAGE.'.,,EXPERIMENT 
(l) (2) 
Time of Crown to Plapt ht Number of Sucker fresh 
treatment floral bud (in) suckers wt (gm) 
(3) 
15 24.8 b 4.4 b 3o7 cd 
18 25.8 b 5.5 ab 6.0 bc:d 
21 0.9 in. 21:3.3 ab 4,1 b 4.2 cd 
24 0.9 II 27.8 ab 8.3 a 16,5 a 
27 1.5 " 21:3,3 ab 6,3 ab lLO abc 
31 2.2 " 27.4 ab 5.5 ab 5.9 bed 
34 2,8 " 27 .8 ab 4.6 b 8.4 bed 
38 3.5 II 33.2 a 6.4 ab 12.1 a."b 
42 8.7 " 32,8 a 6.4 ab 8.3 bed 
46 16.0 " 33,6 a 4.8 b 8.5 bed 
check 33,3 a 1.1 c L2d 
L Days after emergence. 
2. Height to top of head at maturity. 
3. Numbers withi;n each column followed by the same letter are not 
significantly different at the 0.05 level. 
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The height to the top of the head of plants which received 0.5 
lb/A dicamba as a soil treatment was greater than the height of the 
untreated check or plants which received a similar rate of dicamba as a 
topical treatment. Neither soil nor topical applications of O. 5 lb/ A 
affected the fresh or dry foliage weight, or dry weight of suckers 
present when the primary head was mature ( Table XI), 
The topical application delayed the time of head emergence. All 
dicamba applications resulted in decreased fresh and dry head weights 
and decreased weight of ~rain produced (Table XII). 
Sorghum varieties 
Application of O. 5 lb/ A of dicamba delayed the time of head 
emergence of all seven varieties included in the experiment. The time 
of heading of early maturing varieties appeared to be delayed more than 
the time of heading of later maturing varieties. {Table XIII). The 
number of treated plants that failed to head and/or bloom varied with 
varieties. Plants which failed to head were omitted from determina-
tions of time of head emergence ( Table XIII). Only two varieties, Red.;. 
lan and Pioneer.886, produced heads on all dicamba treated plants. The 
greatest reductions in the number of heads produced occurred with 
Wheatland, OK6l2 and NK 222 g varieties, each of which produced heads 
on only one-half of the treated plants, Although three~·fourths of the 
treated Dekalb F-61 plants produced a head, none of the plants bloomed. 
All untreated plants within each variety produced heads and bloomed 
within a period of seven days. 
TABLE XI 
EFFECT OFMETHOD OF DICAMBA .APPLICATION ON THE 
VEGETATIVE DEVELOPMENT OF SORGHUM PLANTS 
(ll. (2) 
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Treatment Plant Foliage Fresh Foliage dry Sucker head dry 
rate method (in) wt (gm) wt (gm) wt (gm) 
(3) 
0.5 topical 23.8 b. 268.1 a 54.5 a 3.6 a 
0.5 soil 21.2 a 241.3 a 53.5 a 1.1 a· 
3.0 soil o.o c 6.5 b 5.8 b .o.o b 
o.o check 22.9 b 212.5 a 43.0 a 3,1 a 
1. Treatment rates are listed as lb/A active ingredient. 
2. From soil to top of mature head. 
3, Numbers within each column followed by the same letter are not 
significantly different at the 0.05 level, 
TABLE XII 
EFFECT OF METHOD OF DICAMBA APPLICATION ON THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SORGHUM: HEAD 
(1) 
Treatment 
rate method 
0.5 topical 
0.5 soil 
3.0 soil 
0.0 check 
(2) 
Time of 
heading 
(3) 
3.0 a 
1.4 ab 
0.0 b 
Head Fresh Head dry 
wt (gm) wt (gm) 
4.3 be 1.3 b 
8.4 b 4.0 b 
o.o c o.o b 
13,9 a 8. 3 a· 
1. Treatment rates are listed as lb/A active ingredient • 
. 2. . Days after check. 
Grain per 
head (gm) 
0.2 b 
2.6 b · 
o.o b 
7.1 a 
3, Numbers within .each column followed by the same letter are not 
significantly dif.ferent at the 0.05 level. 
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The height of plants to the bottom of the head was reduced in all 
varieties by application of dieamba. Differences in height were noted 
among varieties but no differences were noted in the response of the 
seven varieties to dicamba. (Table XIV). The effects of dicau~a on the 
oven dry foliage weight of the varieties were variable. Dicamba in-
creased the foliage weight of the RS610 variety while the foliage 
weights of Redlan, OK612, Dekalb F-61 and NK 222 g were-decreased by 
application of dica.mba. The foliage weights of Wheatland and Pioneer 
886 were not affected (Table xv). The meaij number of suckers increased 
on plants treated with dicamba when averaged over all varieties. When 
averaged over herbicide treatment the mean number of suckers on 
Redlan and NK 222 'g w'a.s greater than the number of suckers on RS6J.O. No 
significant herbicide-variety interaction was found ( TabJ,e XVI). 
TABLE XIII 
EFFECT OF DICAMBA ON THE TIME OF HEADING AND THE 
NUMBER OF PLANTS THAT HEADED OR BLOOM 
Variety Tim.-e of (l) Plants that headed Plants that bloomed 
heading (percent of check) (percent of check) 
RS616 ..... 3.0 75 50 
Dekalb F-61, 9.6 75 0 
Pioneer 886 9,0 100 100 
OK612 4.0 50 25 
NK 222 g 3.5 50 50 
Redla.n 5.5 100 75 
Wheatland 0.8 50 50 
1. Days after untreated pla~ts of the same variety. 
Variety 
RS610 
Dekalb F-61 
Pioneer 886 
OK612 
NK 222 g 
Redla.n 
Wheatland 
TABLE XIV 
EFFECT OF DIC.A.MBA ON PLANT HEIGHT 
Plant height. (in) 
untreated dicamba treated 
18.0 10.1 
19.6 10.1 
18.2 8.8 
16.4 6.4 
18.4 8.6 
17.4 11.l 
13.5 a.a 
variety average 
(1 
14.l ab 
13. 5 a.be 
11.4 be 
14.3 ab 
10.8 c 
l. Means in the variety average column followed by the same letter 
are not significantly different at the 0.05 level. 
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.,TABLE XV 
EFFECT OF DICAMBA.OH FOLIAGE DRY:.fuGHT 
Variety Foliage dry weight (gm) 
untreated dfoa.mba treated variety average 
(1) (2 
RS6l0 31.7 48.1 * 39.9 e 
Dekalb F-61 
' . . . 
71.5 40.5 * 60.0 a 
Pioneer 886 59.6 54.1 56.9 a 
OKo:J..2 · · 37 .2 27.8 * 32.5 d 
.NK 222 g 50.1 .38.1 ~ 44.1 b 
Redle.xi 60.5 · 48.1 * 54.3 a 
Wheatland ,34.8 30.3 32.5 d 
1. _An asterisk in the "dicamba' t±'eated" column indicates that 
dicamba affected the foliage weight of that variety at the 0.05 
· level of significance .• 
2. Means in tbe variety average column followed by the same letter 
are not significantly different at the 0.05 level. 
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TABLE XVI 
'"''EFFECT OF DICAMBA:1 'ON THE 'NUMBER ~Oli'~UCKERS. PER PLANT·· 
·. ~ . . . . - . . . . .. . . . ·. . . ·-
Variety Number of suckers per plant 
untreated dicamba treated variety average 
(1) 
RS610 0.5 3.5 2.0 c 
Dekalb F-61 4.0 4.5 4.3 a.be 
Pioneer 886 3.5 4.5 4.0 abc 
OK612 1.5 3.5 2.5 be 
NK 222 g 5.3 5.3 5.3 a 
Redlan 4.8 4.8 4.8 ab 
Wheatland 3.5 3.3 3. 4 a.be 
1. Means in the variety average column followed by the same letter are 
not significantly different at the 0.05 level. 
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The length of the sorghum head was not affected by application of 
dicamba. Among varieties it was noted that Redlan produced shorter 
heads than OK612, Dekalb F-61 or Pioneer 886 (Table XVII}. Although 
dicamba did not affect the length of the head, elongation of the 
peduncle was inhibited. When peduncle growth inhibition was determined 
by measuring the distance from the flag leaf to the top of each head, 
it was determined peduncle elongation was reduced similarly in all 
varieties (Table XVIII), 
Averaged over all varieties, dica.mba greatly reduced the mean 
fresh weight of the entire head. By comparing each variety individually 
it was found that dicamba did not reduce the fresh head weight of the 
Redlan or Dekalb F-61 varieties. It should be noted that the two 
varieties which did not exhibit head weight reductions produced rela-
tively small heads on untreated plants (Table XIX). 
The grain produced on dicamba treated plants was small, undeveloped 
and dark brown in color. The presence of female flower parts on each 
small grain and the fact that anthesis was noted on the dicamba treated 
plants indicates that the development of the caryopsis was arrested 
after anthesis. A comparison of dica.mba treated and untreated plants 
within each variety indicates that dicarnba reduced the grain pro-
duction of all varieties except Dekalb F-61. The a.mount of grain 
produced by untreated Dekalb F-61 plants was not great enough to be 
statistically greater than the complete lack of grain production on 
dicamba treated plants of this variety (Table XX). 
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TABLE XVII 
EFFECT OF DICAMBA .ON,. LENGTli OF THE 'HEAD . , 
Variety Head length (in) 
untreated dicarnba treated variety average 
(1) 
RS610 • 5 .1 5.3 5.2 ab 
Dekalb F-61 5.2 6.1 5. 7 a. 
Pioneer 886 5.3 5.8 5.5 a 
OK612 6.3 5.2 5.8 a 
NK 222 g 5.3 4.9 5.1 ab 
Redlan 3.3 4.6 4.0 b 
Wheatland 6.0 4.3 5.2 ab 
(2) 
mean 5,2. (a) 5.2 (a) 
1. Means in the variety average column followed by the same letter 
are not significantly different at the 0.05 level. 
2. Treatment means followed by the same letter are not signific~tly 
different at the O. 05 level. 
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TABLE XVIII 
. EFFECT OF DICAMBA ON: PEDUNCLE.~ONGP.TIQ;N:. 
Variety > Flag le~~>:,.$lli,ath to head top di-~t~c~ (in). 
untreated dicamba treated variety average 
1 
:RS610 8.8 1.9 5.4 a 
Dekalb F-61 9.1 2.6 5.9 a 
Pioneer 886 8.6 2.3 6.2 a 
OK612 :9.5 1.9 5.7 a 
NK 222 g '9.1 1.7 5.4 a 
Redlan 5.9 2.4 4.2 a 
Wheatland 6.o 1.6 3.8 a 
(2) 
mean 8.1 (a) 2.3 (b) 
1. Means in the variety average column followed by the same letter are 
not significantly different at the O .05 level. 
2. Treatment means followed by the same letter are not significantly 
different at the 0.05 level. 
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TABLE XIX· 
·EF'F-ECT OF DICAMBA. ON .TU FRESHWEIGHT:·oF· ffl .. ENTIRE HEAD ... 
Variety Head Weight (gm) 
untreated dicamba treated variety average 
1 (2 
RS610 ·. 6.2 0.7 * 3.4 b 
Dekalb F-61 ; 3.0 0.5 1.8 b 
Pioneer 886 ·. 9.1 1.6 
* 5.3 a 
OK612 · ... ii 5. 7 0.9 * 3.3 b .· 
NK 222 g 4.6 0.7 * 2.7 b 
Redlan 3.6 l.l 2.4 b 
Wheatland 3,8 0.8 * 2.3 b 
.1. An asterisk in the "dicamba treated" column indicates that dica.mba 
affected the fresh head weight of that variety at the 0.05 level of 
significance. 
2. Means in the variety average column followed by the same letter are 
not significantly different at the 0.05 level. 
TABLE XX 
EFFECT OF DIC.AMBA. OJI]' GRAIN PRO:OUCTION 
Variety Mean Grain Production (gm) 
untreated dicamba treated variety average 
(1) (2) 
RS610 5~:t. 0.1 * 2.6 ab 
Dekalb F-61 2.0 0.0 1.0 b 
Pioneer 886 7.0 0.2 * 3.6 a 
OK612 4.2 o.o * 2.1 ab 
NK 222 g 3,4 0.1 * 1.7 b 
Redlan 2.8 0.2 * 1.5 b 
Wheatland 2.6 
' 
0.1, * 1.4 "b 
1. An asterisk indicates that d:icamba reduced the grain production 
of that variety.at th~ 0.05 level of significance. 
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2. Means in the variety average column followed by the same letter are 
not significantly different at the 0,05 level. 
Water usage 
Premergence applications of 0.5 or 1.0 lb/A of dicamba reduced 
the loss of water from qovered pots containing OK612 sorghum within 
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6 days after emergence. At 9 days after emergence 0.25 lb/A of 
dicamba had reduced the loss of water when compared to the untreated 
check. Although the amounts of water used by all plants increased 
with plant age, all preemergence applications of dicamba reduced the 
mean daily water loss throughout the course of the experiment. 
Application of 0.5 lb/A dica.mba to the foliage of previously untreated· 
plants 18 days after emergence did not produce significant deviation 
in the mean daily water ,;:usage ( Table XXIJ. 
When the experiment was terminated 30 days a~er emergence of 
the sorghum plants, it was found that all preemergence dicamba 
applications had reduced the mean number of leaves and the fresh and 
oven dry weight of the foliage. The dry weight of the roots was 
reduced by 0,5 and 1.0 lb/A of·dica.mba applied preemergence while 
0.25 lb/A did not reduce the root weight (Table XXII}. 
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TABLE XXI 
EFFECT OF PREEMERGENCE OR FOLIAR DICAMBA APPLICATIONS 
ON THE USE OF WATER BY SORGHUM PLANTS 
(1) 2 
Crop Mean daily weight loss ( gm/pot ) 
age no 0.25 0.5 1.0 0.5 o.o 
plant pre-e pre-e pre-e foliar check 
(3) 
9 0.7 cd 0.9 be o.8 cd 0.5 d l.2a 1.1 ab 
12 o.8 c · 1.5 b 1.3 be o.8 c 3,1 a 3.0 a 
15 0.5 c 2.2 b l.7b 0.9 c 5.0 a 5.0 a 
18 o.6 c 2.1 b 1.8 b 0.9 c 5.5 a 5.6 a 
21 0.4 c 2.1 b 1.8 b 0.8 c 5,6 a 6.o a 
24 0.5 d 2.0 b 1.6 be o.8 cd 6.o a 6.2 a 
27 0.5 c 3.0 b 2.7 b 1.2 c 9.5 a 10.4 a 
30 0,3 c 2.5 b 1.9 b 1.2 c 7.7 a 8.4 a 
33 0,5 c 3.6 b 2.6 b o.6 c 13.8 a 15.1 a 
1. Crop age is listed a.s days after emergence. 
2, Numbers listed in the headings of mean daily water loss columns 
refer to lb/A of dicamba applied. 
3, Numbers in each row followed by the same letter are not signifi-
cantly different at the 0.05 level, 
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TABLE XXII 
EFFECT OF DICAMBA ON THE GROWTH OF PLANTS IN THE 
FIRST WATER USAGE EXPER!MENT '" i • 
.. .........-~ ....... -.... ...,.., .... ,_, .... __ ,_ .. , ... _ ... ____ .. ____ 
Treatment Root drv Foliage dry Foliage fresh Number of 
rate method wt (gm} wt {gm) wt {gm) leaves 
0.25 pre-e 0.4 a 0.18 b L3b 6.6 b 
0.5 pre-e 0.2 b 0.11 be 0.7 be 6.o b 
LO pre-e 0.1 c 0.04 c 0.4 c 3.0 C· 
0.5 foliar 0.5 a o.84 a 6.9 a 8.8 a 
check - 0.5 a o.83 a 6.6 a 9.0 a 
1. Treatment rates are listed as lb/A active ingredient. 
Pre-e refers to premergence applications. 
2. Numbers within each column followed by the same letter are not 
significantly different at the 0.05 level. 
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Close observation of roots fro~ plants subjected to preemergence 
dica.mba applications revealed that the roots of such plants failed to 
produce normal branch roots. In contra.st to the complexity of smallt 
elongated roots found on untreated plants, the tertiary roots of 
treated plants were shortened to approximately 3-5 times the diameter 
of the secondary root. The end of each of these shortened roots was 
enlarged which. resulted in the.roots having a clavate appearance. 
Microscopic examination of such. roots revealed that the enlarged ends 
of such roots contained a proliferation of very small cells. 
The foliar application did not affect the number of leaves or 
dry weights of the foliage or roots (Table XXII). 
Dica.mba treatments in the. second water usage experiment consisted 
of 0.5 lb/A applied only to the soil or foliage and 0.25, 0.5 or 1.0 
. . . 
lb/A applied topically to both the foliage and soil four days after 
emergence. None of the dica.mba. applications affected the loss of water 
for 13 days after treatment. At 16 days after treatment 1.0 lb/A 
applied topically and 0.5 lb/A applied to the soil had reduced the 
mean daily water loss. By 19 days after treatment 0.5 lb/A applied 
topically had reduced the watel:! loss. The other dicamba treatments did 
not reduce the loss of water from the covered pots before the experiment 
was terminated 34 days after emergence of the sorghum plants. 
( Table XXIII). 
The s.oil application of O. 5 lb/ A reduced the vegetative height and 
the number 6f leaves on the sorghum plants. In contrast 0.25 or 
0.5 lb/A of dica.mba applied topically increased the vegetative height 
of the plants but did not affect the number of leaves. Vegetative 
height was not affected by other treatments. The number of leaves per 
plant was reduced by the 1,0 lb/A topical application and was not 
affected by applying 0.5 lb/A to the foliage only (Table XXIV). 
(1) . 
Crop 
age 
7 
10 
13 
16 
19 
22 
25 
28 
31 
34 
TABLE XXII! 
EFFECT OF POSTEMERGENCE DICAMBA APPLICATION$ 
ON THE USE OF WATER BY SORGHUM PLANTS 
2) 
Mean daily weight loss (gm/pot) 
no 0.25 0.5 1,. 0 0.5 0.5 
plant topical topical topical foliage soil 
(3) 
1.0 b 4.1 a 4.1 a 3.4 a 4.1 a .3,6 a 
0.9 b 4.9 a 4,7 a 4.6 a 5,2 a 4,1 a 
0.7 b 3.3 a 2.7 a 3,1 a 3,3 a 2.7 a 
1.1 b 6.3 a 5,7 a 6.2 a 6.6 a. Li. 'T a 
1..3 d 13,4 ab 12.2 ab 11.8 b 14.4 a 6.o c 
1.3 d 21.5 a 16.5 b 16.9 b 22.2 a 7.1 c 
1.2 d 29.6'a 24. 3 b 25,l b 31.6 a 7,1 c 
1.3 d 36,9 a 31,9 b 31.4 b 38.8 a 8.1 c 
0.9 d 29!1 ab 26.6 ab 26.0 b 29.4 a 6.1 c 
1.0 d 64.o a 52,2 b 48,9 b 63,3 a 12.0 c 
L Crop age is noted as days after emergence. 
o.o 
check 
4.0 a 
· 5 .o a 
. 2,8 a 
5,3 a 
12 • .7 ab 
20.4 a 
· 30. 7 a 
35,4 ab 
29,3 a 
62.2 a 
2. Numbers in mean daily weight loss treatments refer to lb/A 
dicamba applied. 
3. Numbers in each row followed by the same letter are not 
significantly different at the 0,05 level. 
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TABLE XXIV 
EFFECT OF DICAMBA ON THE HEIGHT AND NUMBER OF LEAVES 
OF PLANTS IN THE SECOND WATER USAGE EXPERIMENT 
52 
~-~·~--,.,....,.~~~~~~ ........ --~..--~~~~~~-~-----~~~~~ 
·-(1) 
Treatment Plant ht Number of 
rate method (in) leaves 
(2) 
0.25 topical 29.6 a 9.8 ab 
0,5 topical 27.3 ab 9.8 ab 
1.0 topical 25,3 be 9,0 b 
0,5 foliar 24.8 be 10.8 a 
0,5 soil only 15.1 d 6.8 c 
0.0 check 23.4 c 10.8 a 
1. Treatment rates are listed as lb/A active ingredient, 
Topical treatment refers to application of dicamba to both 
foliage and soil. 
2. Numbers within each column followed by the same letter are not 
significantly different at the 0.05 level. 
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Dicamba translocation 
Twenty-three days after application of 14c-dicamba to the twelfth 
leaf of 10 sorghum plants, all plants were removed from the growth 
chamber, sectioned and then lyophilized. Liquid scintillation of the 
various plant sections .revealed that 14c was translocated throughout 
the plant. The least amount of activity detected in any section of 
the plant was in the roots. Considerable activity was detected in the 
eleventh leaf of the plant, opposite the twelfth leaf which received 
the rad~oactive material. Activity was also discovered in the 
fifteenth leaf (flag leaf). The activity in the floral organs was 
higher than the activity detected in the peduncle or pedicel, indi-
cating that accumulation of 14c occurred in the floral organs. 
The ethanol used to wash the leaf which received 14C-dicamba 
contained 33.46% of the activity applied. Therefore, with volatility 
assumed to be negligible, 66.54% of the radioactive dicamba applied 
was absorbed by the plants (Table XXV). 
TABLE.YJ:v 
LOCATION OF 14c ACTIVITY 23 DAYS AFTER APPLICATION 
OF 14c-DIC.AMBA. Tb THE 'l'WEt.FTH . LEAF .. ' 
(1) 
Vegetative parts cpm/gm Inflorescence 
'Tertiary roots. 450 peduncle from 
center of head 
eleventh leaf 47,600 pedicel 
twelfth leaf. 287,780 abnormal florets 
fifteenth (flag) leaf 6,250 normal florets 
peduncle below head 1,660 pistil of normal 
florets 
anthers 
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cpm/gm 
1,760 
2,480 
4,400 
4,080 
5,120 
4,000 
1. cpm/gm = counts per minute/gram dry weight corrected for background 
and quenching. 
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Field Experiments 
Dicamba on late growth stages 
In the first experiment where dicamba applications were delayed 
until after floral bud initiation, n.one of the dic~ba treatments 
affected the number of sucker heads present 30 days before harvest or 
caused significant plant lodging. At th,e time of anthesis, portions of 
the heads of dica.mba treated plants failed to bloom. After measuring 
the length of the areas that bloomed and failed to bloom on 100 con-
secutive heads in each plot, it was determined that all applications 
of dica.mba increased the length of the area which failed to bloom. 
Yield determin~tions at maturity revealed that dicamba applications of 
1.0 lb/A at 40 or 46 days after emergence reduced grain yield 
( Table XXVI) • 
Dicamba applica.tions did not produce any plant lodging in the 
second of this group of experiments. Although untreated plots were not 
available for comparison, there was no effect of rate or time of 
application on the number of sucker heads present 24 days before 
harvest or on grain yield (Table X:XVII). 
Application of 1.0 lb/A of dica.mba 23 days after emergence 
resulted in the presence of more sucker heads at 15 days before harvest 
than similar applications at later dates in the third experiment of 
this group. None of the treatments significantly affected the percent 
of plants lodged. There were distinct trends toward earlier applica-
tions causing the production of more sucker heads and later applications 
producing more lodging. However, the variability of the data prevented 
the trends from being statistically significantly differences. 
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TABLE XXVI 
THE INFLUENCE OF RATE AND GROWTH STAGE ON THE EFFECTS 
OF DI CAMBA ON SORGHUM, FIRST· EXPERIMENT' ' : : .··•. 'II , , 
(1) (2) 
Treatment Head damage Lodging Sucker heads Yield 
rate crop age (percent) (percent) ( 6 row-feet ) (lb/A) 
. 3). 
0.25 40 days 10.0 a.be o.6 a o.8 a. 1966 ab 
0.5 11 ii 22.l a 0.3 a 1.3 a 1437 be 
1 .• 0 " II 17.2 ab 0.7 a 1.5 a 1024 c 
0.25 46 days ·. 7 .4 be 0.2 a 1.7 a 2385 a 
0.5 II II 11. 5 a.be 0.0 a 3.2 a 1906 a.be 
1.0 " II 22.3a. 0.0 a 9.4 a 1296 be 
0.25 56 days 1.8 a 1.7 a 2189 ab 
0.5 " II 3.9 a 2.7 a 2047 ab 
1.0 II " 8.5 a 2.0 a 2080 ab 
0.25 61 days 7,7 a 1.6 a 2592 a 
0,5 Tl " 4.8 a o.4 a 2385 a 
1.0 II " 1.2 a o.o a 2712 a 
o.o check 0~4 c 0.0 a 0.5 a 2200 ab 
l. Treatment rates listed as lb/A, crop age as days after emergence. 
2. Visible at anthesis. 
3. Numbers within each column followed by the sa.me letter are not 
significantly differ~nt at the 0.05 .level. 
• 
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During anthesis, measu:rements of the abnormal parts of the 
sorghum heads indicated that all treatments applied at 33 days after 
emergence had caused significant damage to the lower part of the. heads. 
Treatments applied at 23 days after emergence appeared to cause damage 
similar to that noted for treatments applied 10 days later, but the 
damage was more evenly distributed along the length of the head, which 
made measurement of such damage more difficult (Table XXVIII). 
TABLE XXVII 
THE INFLUENCE OF RATE AND GROWTH STAGE ON THE EFFECTS 
OF-DICAMBA ON SORGHUM, SECOND EXPERIMENT 
(1} 
Treatment Lodging Sucker heads 
rate crop age (percent) ( 6 row-feet) 
(2) 
0.25 40 days o.o o.4 a 
0.5 h o.o o.4 a 
1.0 " II o.o 0,7 a 
0,25 46 days o.o 0.2 a 
0.5 ii Ii o.o o.4 a 
1.0 IV " 0,0 0.2 a. 
Yield 
(lb/A) 
1651 a 
1858 a 
1514 a 
1952 a 
1771 a 
1944 a 
1. Treatment rates listed as lb/A, crop age as days after emergence, 
2. Numbers within each column followed by the same letter are not 
significantly different at the 0.05 level. 
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TABLE XXVIII 
TF.E INFLUENCE OF RATE AND GROWTH STAGE ON THE EFFECTS 
OF DlCAMBA ON SORGHUM, THIRD EXPERIMENT 
(1) ·"-'-U-f 
Treatment· Head damage Lodging Sucker head$ Yield 
rate crop age (percent) (percent) (6 row-feet) (lb/A) 
(3) 
0.25 23 days 12,9 be 0.3 a 23.5 ab 1097 bcde 
0.5 II " 12.6 be o.o a 21.5 ab 437 de 
1.0 II " 20.6 abc 0.0 a 25.0 a 206 e 
0.25 33 days 22.5 ab 0.7 a 6.5 ab 1466 abed 
0.5 " II 24.2 ab O.Q a 2.5 b 856 cde 
1.0 " II 31,0 a 0.0 a 12.5 ab 660 cde 
0.25 53 days 9.4 a 4.5 ab 2300 a 
0.5 " " 14.3 a· 2.0 b 2393 a 
1.0 " " 18.0 a 1.5 b 1910 ab 
0.25 64 days 5. 7 a 1.0 b 1654 abc 
0.5 " II 13.0 a L5b 1054 bcde 
1.0 " " 14.9 a 3.0 b 2474 a 
(4) 
o.o check 4.7 c 
1. Treatment rates listed as lb/A, crop age as days after emergence. 
2. Visible at anthesis. 
3. Numbers within each column followed by the same letter are not 
significantly different at the 0.05 level. 
4. Data for check taken from untreated area which was treated prior to 
the conclusion of the experiment. 
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Directed vs topical applications 
Visual ratings of the stage of crop development made at 44, 48, 51 
and 54 days after emergence !ndicated that the ability of dicamba to 
delay sorghum. development decreased as crop age increased at the time 
of treatment ( Table XXIX). Both topical and directed applications · at two 
days after emergence appeared to slow the development of the crop. 
When.rated at 44 or 48 days after emergence, all plants which received 
dicamba treatments 11 or 14 days after emergence were developing slower 
than untreated plants. When rated at 54 days after emergence, the 
development of plants which received 0.5 lb/A topically at 11 or 14 
da.ys was still noticably retarded, while the stage of development of 
plants which received directed treatments or 0.25 lb/A topically at 
11 or 14 days after emergence was similar to the untreated plants. 
With the exception of treatments applied 2 days after emergence, there 
was a tendency for the topical applications to delay crop development 
to a greater extent than directed treatments. 
None of the dica.mba applications reduced the grain yield when 
compared to the mean of seven untreated checks. 
Method of application 
A count of the heads emerged or partially emerged from the boot 
one week after dica.mba treatments were applied indicated that none of 
the treatments delayed head emergence. Although the.rates of appli-
cation used were as high as 1.0 lb/A, none of the dicamba treatments 
reduced the grain yield ( Table XXX:) • 
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TABLE XXIX 
INFLUENCE OF METHOD AND RATE OF DICAMBA APPLICATION AND CROP GROWTH 
STAGE ON THE RATE OF DEVELOPMENT AND YIELD OF SORGHUM 
(1) Growth stage (2) 
Treatment at varying days after emergence Yield 
rate method crop age 44 48 51 54 (lb/A) 
{3 
0.25 topical 2 2.l 3.8 5.1 6.5 4501 abcdefg 
0.5 " 2 2.1 3.4 4.9 6.4 5396 a.bcdefg 
0.25 directed 2 2.3 3.1 4.6 6.1 5211 abcdefg 
0.5 II 2 1.6 2.5 4.4 5.8 3.24 g 
0.25 topical 11 2.1 3.6 .o 6.8 7071 aoca:e 
0.5 II 11 1.8 2.8 5.3 5.9 3479 efg 
0.25 directed 11 2.4 4.4 4.8 6.9 5936 a.bedef'g 
0.5 " 11 2.5 4.o 5.5 6.9 4927 abcdef g 
0.25 topical 14 2.3 3.5 4.9 6.5 4927 abcdefg 
0.5 II 14 2.3 3.6 4.8 5.9 4828 abcdefg 
0.25 directed 14 2.8 ·~.At.=~ 4 6.3 6.9 6077 abedef'g 
0.5 II 14 2.3 4.l 5.6 6.5 6092 abcdefg 
0.25 top:l,.ca.l 20 3.3 4.5 6.1 7.0 5097 abcdef g 
0.5 II 20 2.5 4.3 6.4 6.9 6560 abcdefg 
0.25 directed 20 2.5 4.4 5.6 7.0 7157 abed 
0.5 II 20 3.1 4.5 5.5 7.0 7455 abed 
0.25 topical · 23 2.9 4.8 5.3 7.0 6716 a.bcdefg 
0.5 " 23 2.8 --"41r.-3 5.8 6.8 5936 abcdefg 
0.25 directed 23 3.1 4.6 5.5 7.1 6944 abcdef 
0.5 " 23 2.9 4.4 5.6 7.0 5538 abcdefg 
0.25 topi-cal 30 2.9 4.5 5.9 6.9 4870 a.bcdefg 
0.5 II 30 2.5 4.5 6.o 7.2 4629 abcdefg 
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TABLE XXIX 
(Continued) 
tl) Growth stage {2) 
Treatment at varying days after emergence Yield 
rate method crop age 44 48 51 54 {lb/A) 
(3) 
0.25 directed 30 3.1 4.5 5.8 6.8 6432 abcdefg 
0.5 II 30 2.6 4.4 5.6 7.0 7384 abed 
0.25 topical 38 2.9 4.4 5.6 6.8 4288 bcdefg 
0.5 II 38 2.8 4.9 6.1 7.3 5424 abcdefg 
0.25 direqted 38 2.9 4.3 5.8 6.8 7881 ab 
0.5 II 38 2.5 4.6 6.0 7.3 7639 abc 
0.25 topical 44 2.9 4.5 6.6 6.5 3806 defg 
0.5 II 44 2.7 4.2 6.0 6.5 3394 fg 
0.25 directed 44 3.1 4.4 5.5 7.0 5566 abcdef'g 
o.o check 3.0 4.7 5.9 6.9 6511 abcde:f'g 
1. Treatment rates are listed as lb/A active ingredient; crop age is 
noted as days after emergence. 
2. Using scale listed on page 24. 
3. Numbers in the yield column :followed by the same letter a.re not 
significl;Ultly different at the 0.05 level. 
TABLE XXX 
;EFFECT OF RA.Ti' AND METHOD OF . DidA.NBA APPLICATION 
ON. HEAD.··EMERGENGE AND, GRAIN .YIELD .· 
. •• . .'' I' • • ., . • . ,;),,' 
___ ....... 
~ 
Treatment Number of heads per row 
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Yield 
rate m~thod 50 days after emergence (lb/A) 
1) 
0.125 lb/A topical 20.2 1494 
0.5 " II 15.7 1341 
LO " II 8.3 1503 
0.125 ti soil only 21.5 1411 
0.5 II " 27.5 1276 
LO " 
.,. 20.0 1599 
0.125 " directed 20.2 1333 
0.5 " " 27.6 1494 
1.0 " " 13.5 1446 
0.125 ii foliage only 20.8 1298 
0.5 " " 10.6 1346 
o.o II . check 20.1 1276 
1. No signifi~ant differences at the 0.05 level were found among 
means within each column. 
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Mat'lU'it:y: delay 
At 46 days after emergence of the crop, all plots treated at 10 or 
16 days a:f'ter emergence had fewer plants beginning to head than plots 
treated at 28 or 42 days after emergence. Plots which received 
0.25 lb/A at 42 days a:f'ter emergence had more heads than untreated 
check plots. Two days later the process of head emergence was still 
notably delayed in plots which received 0.25 or 0.5 lb/A of dica.mba 
10 days a:f'ter emergence. At the initiation of anthesis 49 days a:f'ter 
emergence all plots which received dica.mba applications 42 days after 
emergence contained more plants in anthesis than the untreated check. 
( Table XXXI ) • 
Effect of irrisation 
When applications of dicamba were made at 5 stages of growth to 
irrigated and nonirrigated 1,rnrghum, no interaction lH'as found to exist 
between irrigation practice and. herbicide treatment as far as time of 
head emergence or anthesis was concerned. At 47 days a:f'ter sorghum 
emergence neither time of dica.mba application nor irrigation practice 
affected the number of visible beads. Two days later it was determined 
that irrigation had reduced the nU!ilber of heads in anthesis when 
aver~ged over all dicamba treatments. None of the dicamba treatments 
differed from the untreated in the number of heads in anthesis. Plots 
which received 0.5 lb/A of dicamba 43 days after emergence contained 
more heads in anthesis than plots which received similar treatments at 
25 or 31 days after emergence. By 50 days after emergence the only 
difference in the number of heads in ant.hesis was due to irrigation 
practice. . Irrigated plots had fewer heads in bloom ( Table XXXII ) • 
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TABLE X:XXI 
. 
THE INFLUENCE OF CROP AGE AND RATE OF DICAMBA_APPLICATION 
ON THE TIME OF HEAD EMERGENCE AND ANTHESIS 
(1) 
Treatment 
rate crop age 
·2 
Visible heads 
46 days 48 deys 
Heads in anthesis 
49 deys 
0.125 
0.25 
0.5 
0.125 
0.25 
0.5 
0.125 
0.25 
0.5 
0.125 
0.25 
0.5 
0.125 
0.25 
0.5 
o.o 
10 
II 
16 
" 
" 
28 
" 
II 
42 
Tl 
" 
46 
II 
II 
check 
3) 
14.0 bed 26.5 abc 
9.8 .. d .-12..b b 
I 
iiJ, 
2.5 a 8.6 c 
10.5 d 31.8 ab 
10.8 d 26.4 abc 
9.0 d 22.5 abc 
; 
19.5 abc 38.9 a 
20.8 abc 37.6 a 
22.0 abc 42.4 a 
30.8 abc 43.2 a 
36.0 a 45.4 a 
34.3 ab 45.0 a 
41.3 a 
14. 8 bed 
37.9 a 
45.9 a 
36.8 a 
32.3 cde 
12.8 fg 
·e.5 g 
1, 
27 .8 de"f 
26.8 def 
16.8 efg 
40.5 cd 
48.o be 
48.5 be 
59.5 ab 
67.0 a 
58.8 ab 
49.3 be 
38.5 cd 
49.0 be 
40.3 cd 
1. Treatment rates are listed as lb/A active ingredient; crop ag_e 
is deys after emergence. 
2. Days refers to deys after crop emergence. 
3. Numbers within each column followed by the same letter are not 
significantly different at the 0.05 level. 
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TABLE XXXII 
. ··.·· 
THE INFLUENCE OF IRRIGATION PRACTICE AND GROWTH STAGE AT THE TIME OF 
DICAMBA APPLICATION ON THE TIME OF HEAD . EMERGENCE AND ANTHESIS. 
(1) ( 2) 
Treatment Number of visible heads at 47 days (per row) 
rate crop age irrigated nonirrigated mean 
(3) 
0.125 25 21.1 27.6 24.4 a 
0.25 25 23.6 32.1 27.9 a 
0.5 25 18.8 22.0 20.4 a 
0.5 31 24 .• 6 32.9 28.8 a 
0.5 39 17.0 30.8 23.9 a 
0.5 41 22.9 26.1 24.5 a. 
0.5 43 22.1 30.8 26.4 a 
o.o check 25.9 31.6 28.8 a 
Nwnber of blooming heads at 49 days (per row) 
0.125 25 4.9 14.6 9.8 be 
0.25 25 5.8 17.3 11. 5 a.be 
0.5 25 3.3 10.4 6.8 c 
0.5 31 4.5 13.8 9.1 be 
0.5 39 6.4 23.4 15.9 ab 
0.5 41 9.0 16.9 12.9 abe 
0.5 143 10.4 24.3 17.3 a 
o.o check 9.6 17.8 13.7 abc 
,. 
~umber of blooming heads at 50 days (per row) 
0·.125 25 20.9 34.1 27.5 a 
0.25 25 20.9 33.3 27.1 a 
0.5 25 "14.1 30.5 22.3 a 
TABLE XXXII 
( Continued) 
1) 
Treatment Number of visible heads at 47 days 
rate crop age irrigated nonirrigated 
(2) 
per row) · 
mean 
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3) 
0.5 31 14.0 31.4 22.7 a 
0.5 39 20.9 39.9 30.4 a 
0.5 41 25.0 42.2 33.6 a 
0.5 43 26.9 46.6 36.8 a 
o.o check 31.4 43.9 37.6 a 
1. Treatment rates listed as lb/A active ingredient; crop age is 
noted as days after emergence. 
2. Days= days after emergence. 
3. Numbers in the mean column within each date of evaluation followed 
by the same letter are not significantly different at the 0.05 
level. 
Dicamba on male sterile sorghum 
Application of dicamba to pollen producing (Bline) Redlan sorghum 
40 days a~er planting did not affect the yield of either the pollen 
producing line or the male sterile (A line) which received pollen from 
dicamba treated plants, Application of dicamba to the male sterile 
line only caused an 80% reduction in yield when compared to the yield 
of the male sterile line in plots where neither line received a 
dicamba application. These results indicate that dicamba did not 
affect pollen production or viability. The production of grain on 
the dicamba treated pollen producing line indicates that the female 
flower organs of the male sterile line only were affected by dicamba. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMA.RY 
The susceptibility of grain sorghum to dica.mba appears to be 
affected by several factors. One major factor which affected the phy-
totoxicity of dica.mba to sorghum was whether the sorghum plants were 
grown under field conditions or in the greenhouse. Under greenhouse 
conditions the susceptibility of sorghum to dica.mba was greater than 
under field conditions. This difference is exemplified by the fact that 
all applications of dicamba in the second greenhouse growth stage 
experiment reduced the yield of grain, while dica.mba did not con-
sistently reduce grain yields in field experiments. Although dicamba 
did not reduce the dry weight of the entire head in the first green-
house growth stage experiment, the mean dry head weight of untreated 
plants was considerably lower in the first experiment that in the 
second experiment of this group. The difference between the two green-
house growth stage experiments was that the first one was conducted 
during the fall and early winter months and the second was conducted 
during the spring. Thus the first experiment was subjected to con-
tinuously decreasing natural light intensity while light intensity was 
increasing as the plants matured in the second greenhouse growth stage 
experiment. 
In other greenhouse experiments, applications of dica.mba to the 
soil resulted in more sorghum injury than applications to the foliage. 
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Foliar dicamba applications did not affect the use of water or vegeta-
tive growth of plants in the water usage experimentsj while applica-
tions of an e~ual rate of dicamba to the soil only severely injured the 
treated plants. In the dicamba uptake experiment, application of 
0.5 lb/A dicamba to the soil only reduced the grain yield similarly to 
application of O. 5 lb/ A of dicamba. topically to both the foliage and 
soil. Although the area of plant exposure to dicamba is less when 
dicamba is placed in the soil only, there is an indication that di.camba 
uptake is more rapid through the roots than through the foliage. In 
the dicamba uptake experiment soil applications of dica.mba produced 
chlorosis of the lower leaves within seven days after application, 
Topical applications at the same rate did not produce leaf chlorosiso 
Apparently the more rapid uptake of dice..mba from the soil resulted in 
a concentration in the leaves sufficient to cause chlorosis, while 
such a concentration did not occur following topical applicationso 
No definite correlation between crop growth stage at the time of 
dicamba application and yield reduction could be determined from these 
studieso Yield reductions in field experiments were noted to occur 
following dicamba applications from 23 days after emergence through the 
early boot stage. In each instance where yield reductions did occur 
the highest rate of dica:rnba produced the most; severe yield :reductions 
while the lowest rate produced the least crop damageo 
In the sorghum variety experiment, all of the seven varieties were 
injured by dicamba. However, there were varietal differences in the 
number of dicamba treated plants which produced heads and bloomedo 
Pioneer 886 produced heads which bloomed on all of the dicamba treated 
plants. Wheatland, NK 222 g and OK612 produced heads on only one-half 
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of the treated plants. It is noteworthy that Wheatland is a 2 ~4-D 
susceptible variety and that OK612 is a hybrid produced from Wheatland 
and OKY 8. This would seem to indicate that under conditions less 
severe than those in the greenhouse, varietal differences could exist 
with respect to dicamba susceptibility. 
Dicamba was found to modify the growth of sorghum in several ways. 
Both preemergence and postemergence dicamba applications reduced the 
amount of water used by sorghum plants. The reduction in wa,ter use 
resulting from preemergence applications may have been. a reflection of 
the inhibition of root growth caused by dicarrilia. 
The effects of dicamba on grain yield were exhibited as two 
distinct types of head damage. The first type of damage occurs to the 
head prior to the time of' heading, and is readily visible at anthesis. 
This type of damage appears as chlorotic undeveloped florets which 
fail to bloomo This type of damage was responsible for the yield re-
duction~ in the first and third late growth stage experiments. Tne 
other type of damage occurs after anthesis. This type of damage :results 
in the production of small, undeveloped~ dark colored graino This type 
of' damage was noted in several greenhouse experiments, and on dicamba 
treated male sterile sorghum in the fieldo Damage of this type has 
also been reported by farmers who treated their grain sorghum with 
dicamba. 
Dicamba applications may delay the time of heading or anthesis of 
sorghum if applications are made before the crop is approximately 20 
da:ys old. In addition dicamba has been sho·wn to reduce the elongation 
of the peduncle, while no effect on the length of the head its elf we.s 
found. This would suggest that dicamba interferes with the development 
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of the peduncle and that grain yield reductions would result from 
failure of the peduncle to develop properly. It was noted in several 
experiments that reductions in grain yield were accompanied by increased 
growth of suckers. This increase in sucker growth obviously results 
from modification of the distribution pattern of plant food reserves. 
Such a modification in the direction of photosynthate transport could 
result from failure of the phloem tissue in the peduncle to function 
at full capacity or from loss of apical dominance. 
Yield reductions were noted on dicamba treated male sterile 
sorghum which received pollen from untreated plants. This would indi-
cate that the effect of dicamba in reducing yield was exhibited through 
the female part of the flower. The small, shriveled appearance of the 
grain from the dicamba treated plants indicates that the development 
of the entire pistil was interrupted after the grain started to develop. 
Whether the development was interrupted by accumulation of dicamba in 
the head, such as that which occurred in the study with 14c-dica.mba, 
or by failure of the peduncle vascular tissue to function properly is 
a question which deserves further study. 
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Date 
June 2 
June 10 
June 11 
June 12 
June 17 
June 23 
June 24 
June 25 
June 26 
June 29 
July 3 
July ·4 
July 
.5 
July 12. 
July 13 
July 16 
July 17 
·APPBNDIX 
TABLE XXXI II 
RAINFALL. DATA •. :EJEpKINS' OKLAHOMA 
June: l -· i'f1,YVe11~1i:Jieh' 2:0, 1961 
Inches Date Inches 
0.05 July 19 0.15 
0.95 July 22 0.18 
1.34 July 25 0.02 
0.05 July 26 0.02 
0.20 July 27 0.08 
0.32 July 28 t'race 
0.12 July 29 0.16 
3.50 Aug. 3 0.54 
0.06 Aug. 4 0.32 
0.03 Aug. 18 0.71 
0.03 Aug. 22 0.47 
0.15 Aug. 23 0.06 
0.06 Aug. 27 0.04 
0.04 Aug. 31 0.03 
0.04 Sept. 3 0.40 
0.18 Sept. 4 1.03 
0.18 Sept. 5 0.41 
75 
Date Inches 
Sept. 6 0.56 
Sept. ,7 0.05 
Sept. 14 0.05 
Sept. 15 o.88 
Sept. 20 0.20 
Sept. 21 o.43 
Sept. 27 1.38 
Oct. 6 0.04 
Oct. 7 1.20 
Oct. 8 0.32 
Oct. 11 0.02 
Oct. 12 0.04 
Oct. 13 0.37 
Oct. 30 o.43 
Oct. 31 o.47 
Nov. 1 0.08 
Nov. 3 0.41 
Date 
June 1 
June 10 
June 11 
June 12 
June 16 
June 20 
June 23 
June 25 
June 29 
July 5 
July 12 
July 16 
TABLE xxxrv 
RAINFALL DATA - S'l'ILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 
June l - November 20, 196T 
Inches Date Inches 
0.11 July 18 0.07 
0.27 July 19 Oo05 
0.53 J'uly 25 3.32 
0.19 July 28 0.23 
0.44 Aug. 3 0.63 
0.04 Aug. 19 0.03 
0.44 Aug. 22 0.56 
L65 Aug. 29 0.04 
0.26 Aug. 31 0.02 
0.09 Sept. 2 0.22 
o.46 Sept. 3 O a'f5 
0.37 Sept. 4 0.07 
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Date Inches 
Sept. 5 0.18 
Sept. 6 0.62 
Sept. 14 o.84 
Sept,. 20 0.78 
Sept. 21 0.32 
Sept. 27 0.82 
Oct. 7 1.40 
Oct. 11 0.03 
Oct. 15 o.46 
Oct. '30 0.35 
Oct. 31 0.34 
Nov. 3 0.39 
']:ABLE XXXV 
RAINF'/\LL I)J\'I'E ·· PEFU\-UTf3 , OKld\JJOl,'fA 
,T1.:i.ne 1 ·· )\fovcmber 20, 
77 
··-----·' ,...,._. __ .,,..,_, _____ ,..,, .. - .. ""~·-···---~-..... .,..-.. --.,;,,. .. ""*""'_ ..... ____ ,..,.....,., ... _,.._.__._ ......... ..,...,,..,. ___ .,...,,,..,_ 
Date Inches Date Inches Date Inches 
---·· 
June 1 0.31 Aug. 11 0.06 Sept. 22 0.10 
June 4 0.06 Aug. 13 0.60 Sept. 23 1.43 
June 15 0.09 Aug. 15 0.16 Oct. 5 L07 
June 16 0.48 Aug. 17 0.30 Oct. 9 o.4o 
June 24 0.03 Aug. 29 0.03 Oct. 16 0.40 
June 25 Oc82 Aug. 30 0.58 Nov. 2 1.42 
July 14 o.67 Sept. 4 o.45 Nov. 10 0.31 
July 18 0,15 Sept. 15 0,03 Nov. 15 1.37 
Aug. 10 0.08 
~l1ADLE XXXVI 
RAINFALL DA'I'E - S'I'ILLWA'rI;_:R, OKLAFi0:1/\. 
June 1 - November 20, · 1968 ... 
Date Inches Date Inches Date Inches 
June 1 0.14 Aug. 14 0.03 Sept. 24 0,63 
June 15 0.25 Aug, 15 0,07 Oct, 5 L08 
June 16 1.46 Aug. 17 0.71 Oct, 9 0.85 
June 25 1.27 Aug, 24 0.05 Oct. 16 0,80 
July 14 0.62 Sept, 4 0.31 Nov. 2 1.31 
July 15 0.27 Sept. 15 0.01 NOY, 3 0,38 
July 18 0.81 Sept, 21 0.08 Nov. 10 0.23 
Aug, 11 0.10 Sept. 22 0,70 Nov, 15 1.19 
Aug. 13 0.03 Sept. 23 0.15 
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